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By Tim Herman & Keith Jarrell 
 
LIVE (MATSIDE) 

2012-02-25 22:09:55 

   

ANDREW: That wraps up the tournament. It's been a fun season. Looking forward to next 
year. Thanks for following! 
 
-Mayo08 

2012-02-25 22:07:11 

   

ANDREW: D1 Individual team scores: 
 
3rd - Sommers (I) 
2nd - Longwood (XI) 
1st - Shenendehowa (II) - Champs 

2012-02-25 22:04:04 

   

ANDREW: Individual team scores D2: 
 
8th. midlakes 45 
7th, Lydonville 46 
6th, Warsaw 47.5 
3rd, Holly 64.5 
 
Phoenix wins individual team, Lansing takes second 

2012-02-25 22:02:40 

   

ANDREW: MOW D1 - 132. Jamaal Hudson - ST. ANTHONY'S (Kid also sang the National 
Anthem) 
 
Awesome weekend for this kid. 
 

2012-02-25 22:01:38 
   

ANDREW: MOW D2 - 160 - CHRIS NEVINGER (LETCHWORTH) 

2012-02-25 22:01:10 

   

ANDREW: Team scores:  
D2. 
 
Top 3: 
 
278.5 - 4 
305.5 - 3 
375.5 - SECTION V - D2 champs baby! 
 
D1: 
177.5 - Section V - third in D1 
207.5 - VII 

   

  



387.5 - XI - Champs 

2012-02-25 21:56:05 
   

ANDREW: Tim and Keith headed out, I'm sticking around for team scores and MOWs. 
Coming at you as soon as they're announced. 

2012-02-25 21:50:20 

   

KEITH: Wrestling is over.. My back hurts. My feet are cold from being on the ICE. 
Hopefully the weather is clear. Looking forward to a coffee and some advil I have in Tim's 
car. Figure we will be pullning into Rochester aouyt 1:30. Past my bedtime. I hope you 
enjoyed the show. Still up in the air whether we will do it again next year. It was a lot 
easier to watch from the stands. PEACE OUT! Armdrag.  

2012-02-25 21:45:24 
   

TIM: I don't know about Keith, but I'm not sticking around for awards. Thanks for tuning 
in. 

2012-02-25 21:45:16 
   

KEITH: Gilmore with a diving attempt as the go OB. 3-2 51 seconds to go.  

2012-02-25 21:44:28 

   

TIM: For period 3, Head starts down. He gets a reveral in 16 seconds, it's now 4-1. Head 
tries a power half and it works, He turns Soutiere and pins him. They reset the clock so 
fast, I didn't get the time.... ~4:30. 

2012-02-25 21:43:48 
   

KEITH: Kappatos 3-1 after 2. Gilmore down. Right up. 3-2 Kappaots.  

2012-02-25 21:42:44 

   

TIM: Soutiere is down to start period 2. He's almost out, but Head has a front headlock. 
Soutiere breaks the headlock to score 1 with 1:10 remaining in the first. These guys don't 
like to shoot, but Soutiere tries a headlock and slips. Head scores 2, it's 2-1. 

2012-02-25 21:42:43 
   

KEITH: Kappatos with a blast single. Glimore trries to keep his other foot away Kappatos 
gets it to complete the 2. Leads 3-0. Gilmore up and out for 1. trails 3-1.  

2012-02-25 21:40:47 
   

KEITH: 0-0 after 1. Gilmore puts Kappatos up to start the second.  

2012-02-25 21:40:44 

   

TIM: At 285 D2, it's unseeded Alex Soutiere of Revena-Coeymans-Selkirk versus #2-
Hayden Head of Beekmantown. Soutiere upset 2x State finalist Kacee Sauer of Holley in 
the semis, but Head has put the beat-down on everyone so far this tourney, pinning all 
his opponents. 
 
In the first period, nothing happens. No real shots, nothing. It's 0-0. 

2012-02-25 21:38:19 
   

KEITH: ok. Almost done. 12th grader 44-1 Evan Kappatos. Section 8 Syosset. vs 1 raqder 
43-5 El Shaddai Gilmore from Section 2 Columbia.  

2012-02-25 21:36:30 
   

KEITH: Antone out for one. down by 3. 10-7. Both have been warned. Antone shoots. 
Lackey fights it off. Shoots agin. gets 1 point stalling. But Lackey holds on 10-8.  

2012-02-25 21:35:11 
   

KEITH: Lackey has him flat. Riding parallel. gets warned for stalling. 51 to go.  

2012-02-25 21:34:08 

   

KEITH: ?Back to the center. Antone turns in and puts Lackey on his back. for 2 and 2. now 
leads 6--5. Lackey deep on a double. Gets the twop. Is getting backs. 2 more. Up 10-6. 
1:17 to go.  

2012-02-25 21:32:25    KEITH: Lackey trying to tilt. 20 seconds to go. Again LAckey holds on as they go out of 



bounds. 11 to go.  

2012-02-25 21:31:48 
   

KEITH: OB. 3-2. 122 to go in the 2nd. Lackey breaks him down at the whistle. Has him flat. 
Antone back to his knees. Tries to step over the back leg. antone warned for stalling.  

2012-02-25 21:30:19 

   

KEITH: At 220 12th grader 39-1 John Lackey of Fairport the top seed. vs Max Antone 38-3 
a senior from Niagaa Wheatfield. LAckey underneath but the scoreboard has him winning 
2-0. Looks wrong. Now they have it corrected. Lackey Trails 2 to 1. Lackey beat Antone in 
the beginning of the season at the Matthew Marino tournament. Lackey down to start 
the second.s. Lackey turns in. Keeps turning in. And comes out on top for 2. Leads 3-2.  

2012-02-25 21:29:44 

   

TIM: At 120 D2 we have Kyle Stanton of Greene vs Zack Bacon of Hornell. Bacon is a 
junior with a record of 31-3, while Stanton is a senior with a record of 40-2. There's a 
scramble and Bacon ends up with a head and arm that he can't finish. It slips out, 
Standon wins the takedown and immediately locks up a cradle and pins Bacon in ~30 
seconds. Nobody lasted more than a minute with Stanton the entire tourney. That might 
be a record. Will he get voted OW? If there was one, he's definitely the Aggregate Pin 
award winner. 

2012-02-25 21:25:48 
   

KEITH: Fusco is breathing heavy but will hold to win the title at 195. 11-3.  

2012-02-25 21:25:00 

   

KEITH: Fusco down to start the 3rd. Williams breaks fusco flat. Fusco's leg in an odd 
postition. PD. Willams still on top. Stalemate. Hsa Fusco Broken down. Almost turns him. 
Williasm let hiim out. williams needs a big move. 25 to go.  

2012-02-25 21:22:33 

   

TIM: Diekel is down to start the second. Mazurowski gets hit with stalling, it's 7-2. Diekel 
reverses, it's 9-2. Mazurowski escapes, 9-3 with 20 seconds left. Mazurowski cannot 
score, it's over. Diekel is the champ. 

2012-02-25 21:22:32 

   

KEITH: Willism starts down. Gets his one. Has Fusco legs. Fusco fighting it off. OB. 8-3 
fusco. williasm in on a high Crotch. Had is deep but fusco managed to fight it off. Back to 
the center. Fusco jump threw Williams to his back. williams landed out of bounds. Fusco 
gets his two. Now leads 10-3 after 2.  

2012-02-25 21:21:12 
   

TIM: It's neutral to start the 2nd. With another sweeping single, he takes Mazurowski 
down again with 1:05 remaining. Mazurowski escapes, it's 6-2. The period ends. 

2012-02-25 21:18:52 

   

KEITH: Fusco was 4th lst year at 189. williams called for stalling. He coach doesn't agree. I 
believe the ref warned the coach. Fusco swtiches for 2 at the end of the first. Now leads 
8-2.  

2012-02-25 21:17:33 

   

TIM: At 195 D2, It's Bryce Mazurowski of Avon against Zach Diekel of Whitehall. It was 
just announced that Diekel is the valedictorian of his class. Apparently they determine 
that a semester before you graduate. Diekel strkes first and gets a takedown, but 
Mazurowski gets right out. It's 2-1. Diekel has a slick high crotch and hits it on 
Mazurowski, but they go out. Diekel hits a sweeping single and takes Mazurowski down 
again, just before the period ends. It's 4-1. 

2012-02-25 21:16:51 
   

KEITH: Fusco. with a trip. Takes williams right to his back for 2 and 2. Looking for a 2 on 1 
tilt. Gets a two count. williasm fights out and gets his own 2 reversal. Action stopped 
Fusco. Leg was twisted. gEts up slow. But they are back to action. 50 to go in the 1rst. 



Fusco leasd 7-2.  

2012-02-25 21:14:46 
   

KEITH: 195. 12th grader Tony Fusco 35-0 from section 2 shenendehowa. vs. 10th grader 
Reggie Williams Section 4 Johnson city.  

2012-02-25 21:13:02 
   

KEITH: Bellanza out. Now leads 7-6. Stalemate. Berkowtiz shoots off the whistle. 
B?ellanza was ready. Sprwled and spun behind for the two. Wins 9-6.  

2012-02-25 21:12:59 
   

TIM: Period 3, Cerwinski is down. We already know Lock can ride. 1 minute passes, Lock's 
still in control. Not much action and no more stalling calls. Lock wins 4-0. 

2012-02-25 21:12:42 
   

TIM: Period 3, Cerwinski is down. We already know Lock can ride. 1 minute passes, Lock's 
still in control. Not much action and no more stalling calls. Lock wins 4-0. 

2012-02-25 21:11:59 

   

KEITH: Still 6-3. Bellanza starts on top in the 3rd. Riding tough OB. Bellanza all the way 
from the 7th seed still leading. Looks to be controlling the match. OF course as I say that. 
Berk gets one. And a qucik under and ties it up.  

2012-02-25 21:09:57 
   

TIM: Pioneer chooses neutral to start period 2. There's not much action until lock shoots 
with 20 seconds left in period 2. He gets the 2, the period ends, it's 4-0. 

2012-02-25 21:08:22 
   

KEITH: Bellanza out for 1. Berk tries and inside trip. Still on their feet. Bellanza leads 4-3. 
Gets a take down leads 6-3.  

2012-02-25 21:08:08 

   

TIM: At 182, it's Pioneer's Tony Lock versus Greene's Keegan Cerwinski. Both are wearing 
their school singlets. Lock has a deep shot, treetop, trip, and gets the 2. Only 30 seconds 
or so have passed. Lock rides well, and Keegan Cerwinski gets warned for stalling. The 
period ends. 

2012-02-25 21:07:44 

   

TIM: Mitchell is down to start the 3rd. Earns an escape in 3 seconds. The back of Zupan's 
Canastota singlet reads, "Team Tim Tyler." It's 3-2, and they're neutral. There's a bunch of 
half shots by Zupan, but nothing serious. Mitchell needs a takedown, but he can't get a 
good shot either. Zupan is called for stalling. There's some argument about the time on 
the clock. They're setting it to 4 seconds. Zupan holds on for the win. 

2012-02-25 21:07:03 

   

TIM: Mitchell is down to start the 3rd. Earns an escape in 3 seconds. The back of Zupan's 
Canastota singlet reads, "Team Tim Tyler." It's 3-2, and they're neutral. There's a bunch of 
half shots by Zupan, but nothing serious. Mitchell needs a takedown, but he can't get a 
good shot either. Zupan is called for stalling. There's some argument about the time on 
the clock. They're setting it to 4 seconds. Zupan holds on for the win. 

2012-02-25 21:06:44 
   

KEITH: Berkowitz with an inside switch. But Bellanza counters. Still on stop. Leads 3-2 
after the first.  

2012-02-25 21:05:32 
   

KEITH: Berkowitz nice slide by for 2. Bellanza up they go out. Berkowitz is 51-2 this year. 
Bellanza is 38-2. He gets his escape trails 2-1. Gets a takedown of his own now leads 3-2.  

2012-02-25 21:03:24 
   

KEITH: Up at 182. Jacob Berkowitz the 4th seed. a 12 grade from section 1 Scarsdale. vs 
Nick Bellanza a 12th grader from section 11 John Glen.  



2012-02-25 21:01:49 
   

KEITH: Brady for two. trails 5-3. spurgeon out. wins 6-3.  

2012-02-25 21:00:35 

   

TIM: Zupan is down to start the 2nd. He gets a quick escape @ 1:39 on the clock. It's 3-1. 
With 39 seconds left, Mitchell nearly gets the takedown on the out of bounds, but no 
points. It happens again with 18 seconds left. These guys need to stay in the middle. The 
period ends, 3-1 Zupan. 

2012-02-25 20:59:57 
   

KEITH: Brady down to start the 3rd. Spiral Ride. OB.. 1:36 to go. Spurgeon contolling the 
action. Brady up and gets one. 5-1 

2012-02-25 20:58:17 
   

KEITH: Brady deep on a single. Spurgeon fights it off. Nice ankle pick by spugeon. Now 
leads 5-0. End of two.  

2012-02-25 20:57:21 

   

TIM: At 170, Nick Mitchell (Frewsburg) will wrestle Canastota's Zack Zupan for the D2 
championship. Zupan gets a takedown near the out of bounds, then they go out. He lets 
Mitchell up, it's 2-1. Not much else happens, the period ends. 

2012-02-25 20:56:51 

   

KEITH: First ends 2-0. Spurgeon is down to start the 2nd. Caution Spurgeon. Stands.. 
Brady leg in the air. OB. Spurgeon up again. This time gets the one. In on a single. OB> 
1:30 to go. 2nd.  

2012-02-25 20:54:42 
   

KEITH: Spurgeon is 49-0 Brady is 38-1. 1 minute gone. Sprurgeon deep on a double Cuts 
the corner for the 2.  

2012-02-25 20:41:01 
   

KEITH: Next up after the break. top seeded Dan Spurgeon at 12th grader from section 8 
Plainedge and from Section 3 Carthage 11 grader Shayne Brady.  

2012-02-25 20:39:11 

   

KEITH: Palacio has a neat little foot sweep to a single. Almost got it. 39 to go. Grimaldi 
starting to look big. Palacio warned for stalling. Palacio with a cement job for backs. 
Grimaldi reverses. But Palacios wins 11-4.  

2012-02-25 20:38:52 

   

TIM: They're neutral, at the start of the 3rd. Dudley might be a little better at takedowns 
than Nevinger. He almost gets another on the out of bounds. After a flurry, Dudley gives 
up with 8 seconds left. Nevinger wins his 3rd State title. 

2012-02-25 20:37:08 
   

KEITH: Grimaldi stands. palacio locks up a tilt. Got a 2 count. leads 6.2. On their feet.  

2012-02-25 20:36:38 

   

TIM: Dudley is down to start the 2nd. Nevinger his a sweet 2-on-1 tilt in the first 15 
seconds and scores 2. He hits it again for 3 more, there's still 1:18 to go. Still trying the 
ame move, he hits it again for 3. It's 8-2. Dudley is escapes. These guys have similar 
builds, Dudley might be slightly taller. Period ends, it's 8-3. 

2012-02-25 20:36:19 
   

KEITH: 4-1 Palacio. Palacio with a russin. to a trip. Grimaldi steps out. OB. 15 to go. 2nd 
ends 4-1 Palacio.  

2012-02-25 20:35:59 
   

KEITH: 4-1 Palacio. Palacio with a russin. to a trip. Grimaldi steps out. OB. 15 to go. 2nd 
ends 4-1 Palacio.  

2012-02-25 20:34:49 
   

KEITH: Palacio Out. Faces. drag into a single. Has it in the air. gets a reversal. Grimaldi flat 
. Palacio. looking for a bar. OB.  



2012-02-25 20:33:39 

   

TIM: At 160 D2 is Chris Nevinger (Letchworth) and Aaron Dudley (Hudson Falls). 
Nevinger, a Buffalo recruit, is a 2x defending champ and is the strong favorite to win. A 
minute goes by, there's no close takedowns. Then, with 30 seconds left in the 1st, 
Nevinger is taken down. He cannot escape, period ends, it's 2-0 Dudley. 

2012-02-25 20:33:27 

   

KEITH: Having some issues with my laptop and the connection. Palacio is pressing. Is 
behind. Needs a mat return and he gets it. Leads 2-0. after 1. Palacio down to start the 
2nd  

2012-02-25 20:31:51 
   

KEITH: Grimaldi tries a high crotch. OB.  

2012-02-25 20:30:47 
   

KEITH: Next up at 160. Top seeded senior Dylan Palacio 45 -0 of Long beach Section 8. Vs 
junior Tyler Grimaldi 49-1 of section 11. Palacio a 4 time place winner.  

2012-02-25 20:28:55 

   

TIM: Haas is down to start the third. Haas reverses in about 45 seconds, and it's 4-3, 
Haas. This is a great match. Haas is barely hanging on, but time is running down. Could be 
a stalemate, but isn't. It's over, Haas wins 4-3. 

2012-02-25 20:28:02 
   

KEITH: All Realbuto. 16-6. Its over.  

2012-02-25 20:26:04 

   

TIM: Pfluger is down to start the 2nd. Pfluger creates space and nearly gets away... yes, 
it's 2. Haas then quickly reverses back for 2. Tied at 2, Pfluger escapes, it's 3-2 and the 
period ends. 

2012-02-25 20:25:35 
   

KEITH: 9-3 Realbuto after 2.  

2012-02-25 20:24:32 
   

KEITH: Realbuto down out for 1. Leads 7-2. Good match on the D2 side.. Going to be 
looking there. D1 match is all Realbuto. he leads 9-3.  

2012-02-25 20:23:45 

   

TIM: 152 D2 Ben Haas (Salamanca 46-1, 242-39) vs. Derek Pfluger (Sandy Creek 43-0, 
263-12). Haas is in his Section 6 singlet, is a 2011 State champ. Pfluger is a 2010 State 
champ wearing his school singlet. Haas has a deep shot, but Pfluger defends, it. 
Stalemate. Haas now has a single, another stalemate with 25 seconds left. Haas gets yet 
another single, Pfluger flips him to his back, but Haas somehow manages to get off and 
out. Coulda been points, but no. 0-0. 

2012-02-25 20:23:06 
   

KEITH: Hall shoots. Realbuto spins behind for 1. Hall out. Realbuto another 2. Again Hall 
escapes. Another Td. Realbuto leads 6-2 after 1.  

2012-02-25 20:21:25 
   

KEITH: 152. Brian Realbuto 46-1 a 12 grader and last years state champ at. 135. His 
opponent Nicky Hall an 11th grader 39-2 from Longwood.  

2012-02-25 20:19:25 

   

TIM: Button is down to start the third. Hull works the half, that doesn't work. Hull rolls a 
wrist, no luck. Hull keeps moving, Button is content to sit there and win. Button is called 
for stalling, but it isn't enough. Button wins, 6-4. 

2012-02-25 20:19:09 

   

KEITH: Kloc stands. Tasheed trys a cradle. Kloc slips out. leads 5--2. Again not sure what it 
takes for a stalling.. Kloc hasn't shot ones. Rasheed in on a single. But Kloc fights it off. 25 
to go. Rasheed finally gets two. Kloc reverses back.. Final 7-4.  

2012-02-25 20:17:11    TIM: Button defers the 2nd period choice, Hull chooses neutral. Button gets the quick 



takedown, and again has no trouble breaking Hull down. Period ends at 6-2 (didn't catch 
the scoring). 

2012-02-25 20:17:07 

   

KEITH: Rasheed another shot. end of the 2nd. Kloc up 4-2. Kloc down. Stands Rasheed 
with a Mate return. He had a cradle locked up., but Kloc is to strong and breask the 
hands. . Kloc. takes injury time.  

2012-02-25 20:16:44 

   

KEITH: Rasheed another shot. end of the 2nd. Kloc up 4-2. Kloc down. Stands Rasheed 
with a Mate return. He had a cradle locked up., but Kloc is to strong and breask the 
hands. . Kloc. takes injury time.  

2012-02-25 20:14:42 
   

KEITH: Rasheed again in on a shot. Not sure I've seen Kloc shoot.  

2012-02-25 20:14:35 

   

TIM: At 145 D2, Roy-Hart's Drew Hull takes on Phoenix's Tyler Button. Button strikes first 
with a takedown, it's 2-0. Both wrestlers opted to wear their school singlets in the finals 
(for the other rounds, they were required to wear their Section singlets). Button has a 
strong ride and keeps Hull broken down much of the time. Button does something illegal 
to twist Hull's leg, he has a hurt knee. Hull takes an injury timeout, it's not looking good, 
might end in a DQ. But no, Hull is okay. Period ends, it's still 2-1. 

2012-02-25 20:13:52 
   

KEITH: Rasheed out, > Back in for a single. Kloc working. Gets the 2 at the buzzer. 
Rasheed down to start the second. Qucik escape. 4-2 Kloc.  

2012-02-25 20:13:42 

   

TIM: At 145 D2, Roy-Hart's Drew Hull takes on Phoenix's Tyler Button. Button strikes first 
with a takedown, it's 2-0. Both wrestlers opted to wear their school singlets in the finals 
(for the other rounds, they were required to wear their Section singlets). Button has a 
strong ride and keeps Hull broken down much of the time. Button does something illegal 
to twist Hull's leg, he has a hurt knee. Hull takes an injury timeout, it's not looking good, 
might end in a DQ 

2012-02-25 20:11:39 
   

KEITH: Kloc is 47-1. Rasheed is from Longwood 37-2. 1 to go in the first. Back to the 
center. Rasheed. tries a single but Kloc sprawls and spins behind for the 21.  

2012-02-25 20:09:54 
   

KEITH: Corey Rasheed grew up a little over the summer. He placed 5 at 112 last year.  

2012-02-25 20:09:10 

   

TIM: Murphy is hurt between periods, imjury time. He's slow getting up, drinks some 
water. Finnocchiaro chooses neutral. Finnocchiaro hits a deep single, Murphy locks in the 
crotch. It's another stalemate. Still neutral, Finnocchiaro shoots deep at will, Murphy 
doesn't care, he's comfortable with his shot defense. Another stalemate. Yet another 
shot by Finnocchiaro, Murphy gets the padlock, but Finnocchiaro is able to finish for 2. 
Stalling red (Murphy). Stalling again withing 5 seconds, it's 7-3. Final, Murphy is a 4x State 
champ. 

2012-02-25 20:09:03 

   

KEITH: Dekrone a 6-1 winner over Blanco at 138. NExt up 12th grader. James Kloc section 
6 Iroquois vs Corey Rasheed a 10th grader section 11. Kloc was a state champ at 145 last 
year.  

2012-02-25 20:06:14 
   

KEITH: Blanco down to start the 3rd. Dekrone rdigin tough. Blanco up but Dekrone 
backtrips to the mat. .Into a tilt situation. Gets a two 5 count. now leads 6-1 

2012-02-25 20:05:02    TIM: Murphy is down to start the 2nd. He sits back onto Finnocchiaro's stomach and 



turns in to a cradle. Nearly pins Finnocchiaro, but gets only 2. It's 4-0. Murphy has a 
gravine and a half, scores 3 more. The period ends, it's 7-0. 

2012-02-25 20:04:53 
   

KEITH: Dekrone again in on a single. Lifts blanco off the mat. Blanco has good flexibility to 
keep his back leg away. But Dekrone finally competes the 2. Leads 3 1.  

2012-02-25 20:03:59 

   

TIM: At 138 D2, it's Quinton Murphy (Holley 58-0) vs. Anthony Finnocchiaro (Canastota 
38-4). Murphy has medium build, on the tall, thin side for a 138 pounder, Finnocchiaro is 
short and muscular. Finnocchiaro gets a deep shot, Murphy has his ankle, they scramble, 
it's potentially dangerous. Finnocchiaro gets another deep shot as the period winds 
down, no score. 

2012-02-25 20:03:25 
   

KEITH: Dekrone with a nice lower his level and shot. But Blanco figths it off. End of one. 
Dekrone down to start the 2nd. Gets his 1. Leads 1-0.  

2012-02-25 20:00:48 
   

KEITH: Dekrone is 45-4, 2011 state runnerup. Alexis Blanco is 46-2 

2012-02-25 19:59:43 
   

KEITH: Two section 11 are going at it at 138. James deKrone from John Glenn the 4th 
seed and Alexis Blanco the 3rd seed from Brentwood.  

2012-02-25 19:58:49 
   

KEITH: Hudson gets 2. up 8-1. It's over.. Jamal Hudson catholic School is the champ at 
132. D1.  

2012-02-25 19:57:43 
   

KEITH: Hudson out for 1. Leads 6-1. 110 to go. Cohen looks for a shot. hudson to quick. 
cohen needs a big move.. Tries a single. 30 to go. Hudson tries a little drag. OB 

2012-02-25 19:56:39 

   

TIM: 3rd period, Rowley chooses neutral. Quick shot by Lapresi, he has a single. 
Stalemate. Rowley gets a front headlock, then a double underhook, and throws him by 
for a takedown. 5-3. Lapresi escapes, 6-3. Throw attempts by Rowley are unsuccessful, 
it's over. Lapresi wins. 

2012-02-25 19:56:12 
   

KEITH: Cohen deep in on a double. Hudson fights it of.. Gets two of his own Up 5-1 into 
the 3rd. He is down. Hudson gets cautioned. Right up. Cohen has his leg in the air. OB.  

2012-02-25 19:54:20 
   

KEITH:  

2012-02-25 19:53:54 

   

TIM: Rowley defers, Lapresi chooses down. Rowley rides a 2-on-1, Lapresi stands up and 
gets an escape with 1:00 to go in the 2nd. Lapresi then gets a quick takedown, it's 5-0. 
Rowley stands, Lapresi drops to his ankle, Rowley kicks free, it's 5-1. Time. 

2012-02-25 19:53:21 
   

KEITH: 116 to go. Cohen still down. 2nd caution Cohen. Cohen switches. Gets one.  

2012-02-25 19:52:31 

   

KEITH: 0-0 heading to the 2nd. Cohen down to start the 2nd. Caution Cohen. Reset. 
Cohen right up. Turns in. Hudson lifts and returns him right to his back. Has the 5 count. 
Cohen fights it off. Switches out of bounds. hudson leads 3-0.  

2012-02-25 19:50:55 

   

TIM: At 132 D2, we have Connor Lapresi (Lansing 41-1) vs Curt Rowley (Duanesburg 48-
2). Lapresi scores a takedown with 30 seconds left in the first. He rides a tight waist and 
claw, time runs out. It's 2-0. 

2012-02-25 19:50:26    KEITH: 1 to go. Hudson Shoots. almost gets cement mixed to his back. Manages to right 



himself. Out of bounds. Huson is pressing the action. 30 to go.  

2012-02-25 19:49:26 
   

KEITH: Jamel hudson is the 3rd seed. Tries a couple of snap downs. Nothing. Cohen with a 
single. They go out.  

2012-02-25 19:48:32 
   

KEITH: Finally back to action.  

2012-02-25 19:47:06 
   

KEITH: Taking a while to hand out awards. Handing them out through 126. both 
NYSPHSAA and the federation wards. Takes awhile.  

2012-02-25 19:42:27 

   

KEITH: Coming up at 132 Dylan Cohen a 12th grader from section 6's williamsville East. vs 
Jamel Hudson a 12th grader from St Anthony's. Jamel sang the National Anthem to begin 
the event.  

2012-02-25 19:40:12 
   

KEITH: Lost my connection. Speno looses 3-2. Taking a break for the awards. 

2012-02-25 19:37:48 

   

TIM: Tighe is down to start period 2. He escapes immediately, it's 7-2. Tighe has a shot 
where he squats first, then explodes. He's doing a lot of squatting, but not much 
exploding. They award 1 to Rodriguez (stalling?). Rodriguez gets a takedown, Tighe gets 
an escape. It's 9-4. Tighe takes an injury timeout. He's okay, looks like blood time. 
 
3rd period, it's neutral. Rodriguez gets a takedown, it's 9-6. He lets Tighe escape, it's 10-6. 
Rorigues gets another takedown with 51 seconds left. He let's him up, it's 11-8. Tighe is 
keeping his distance now. 30 seconds left, still 11-8. Tighe gets a last minute takedown, 
it's 13-8 final. 

2012-02-25 19:25:11 
   

KEITH: Blod time for Speno. Second period. Speno chooses down. Speno right up. turns 
and faces. 1-0 Passero on a single. Almost completes. OB 

2012-02-25 19:24:24 

   

TIM: D2 126, Nick Tighe (Phoenix) vs. Renaldo Rodriguez (Cheektowaga, 41-3). 
Rodriguez's last 2 matches were OT wins over higher seeded opponents. He score a 
takedown in like 5 seconds, but Tighe escapes. It's 2-1. Tighe has a really quick shot, he 
gets a single and takes Rodriguez down. It's 3-2. He's running a fierce armbar but 
Rodriguez is tough and it doesn't work. He gets a bar and runs the half hard, Rodriguez 
gives and it's 6-2. Period over. 

2012-02-25 19:23:08 

   

KEITH: 1 to go. Speno in in a leg. Passero with the wizzer. Facing each other gain. Speno 
again attackes the legs. They are scrambling. Speno trying to circle. Now Passero with a 
single in the ais. Back to the mat. time is out. 0-0 after 1.  

2012-02-25 19:21:36 
   

KEITH: Section 1 vs Section 11 on mat 1. Sam Speno 44-1 2nd last year who beat Dierna in 
the semis. Vs Maver Passero of East port south Manor. Section 11.  

2012-02-25 19:19:42 
   

KEITH: Mccabe. down on a single. PD. 10 to go. Baron gets cautioned. McCabe on his 
horse. Gets 1 for stalling. Baron comes up short 3-2.  

2012-02-25 19:18:42 
   

KEITH: 45 to go. Baron with an ankle pick. OB. 39 to go. snapdown. nothing. tMccabbe 
blocking. 20 to go.  

2012-02-25 19:18:23 
   

TIM: O'Lena is down to start the 3rd. Recco has a 2-on-1, and he uses it to tilt. It's 2-
count, and he scores. It's 2-0. Recco goes right back to the 2-on-1. O'Lena can't stand or 



do much of anything from the bottom. He tries some granbys, but Recco rolls through. 
It's over, Recco wins. 2-0. 

2012-02-25 19:17:45 
   

KEITH: Tries an armspin. OB.. Takes injury time. Back to the action. 1:10 to go. McCabe on 
a single. Leg in the air. Baron dives and rolls forward. OB.  

2012-02-25 19:16:18 
   

KEITH: Baron cuts hum. Needs to takehim down.  

2012-02-25 19:15:51 
   

KEITH: 21 to go. Baron switches. Almost to good. Faces him for the one. Mccabe in on a 
single. gets the 2 and the period. Leads 2-1. Baron up to start the thrid.  

2012-02-25 19:15:25 

   

TIM: Recco is down to start the 2nd. O'Lena has a tight ride, Recco cannot create space. 
He has a tight waist and arm. Recco stands a few times, but O'Lena returns him. Recco is 
finally able to stand and turn, but O'Lena shoots and hold on. Time runs out, it's 0-0. 

2012-02-25 19:14:55 
   

KEITH: 106 to go. Mccabe sitting on a waist and ankle. Swtich to a waist. Now has aleg 
working a pwr half. . PD.  

2012-02-25 19:13:57 
   

KEITH: Baron tries a gramby. McCabe covers the leg. Baron up. McCabe drops down to a 
single. Baron working hard to get free. He is behind. Ref says Mccabe is still in Control  

2012-02-25 19:12:41 
   

KEITH: Back on their feet. 15 to go. Mccabe with an ankle pick Leg in the air. Baron does a 
good job of keeping the far leg away. Period. Over. Baron down. 0-0 

2012-02-25 19:12:29 

   

TIM: D2 120 is finally about to get started. V vs. V. It's almost hard to tell them apart 
because they're both in purple. O'Lena had the orange headgear, Recco's is white. Recco 
has a deep single, almost gets 2, time runs out. Not sure that he would've gottn 2 even if 
he had more time. 

2012-02-25 19:11:40 
   

KEITH: Mccabe is 40-2, Baron in on a single. OB. Locked up in themiddle MccCable deep. 
Baron works out into his own single. Mccabe with the wizzer. OB.  

2012-02-25 19:09:28 
   

TIM: Realbuto wins, but the crowd is booing. 

2012-02-25 19:07:40 
   

KEITH: 3 out 4 on the mats at 120 are section 5. they are still discussing the outcome of 
the Perez match. I don't see anything changing.  

2012-02-25 19:07:35 

   

TIM: D2 120 is all Section V: Sam Recco (Lyndonville) vs. Jeff O'Lena (East Rochester). 
They're warming up while they wait for the D1 match to end, which is currently tied at 6 
with 36 seconds left. Oooh it's controversial over there. It's 7-6 with 3 seconds left, 
Deprez ahead. All he had to do was step back... Realbuto hits a quick ankle pick and 
Deprez falls on his butt, tries for a crotch lock, but can't get it. The refs give him two. 
They're arguing at the scorers table, but Realbuto already had his hand raised. 

2012-02-25 19:06:28 
   

KEITH: 120. Brady Baron. Pittsford. Sean McCabe. section 11. .  

2012-02-25 19:04:48 

   

KEITH: They are scrambling.. Stalemate. Realbuto dives on his legs. caution. Dives again. 3 
seconds. Realbuto dives in. Perez with a crotch lock. Awards the two. Question about the 
time.. It stands. Realbuto. 8-7. Winner at 113.  



2012-02-25 19:02:11 
   

KEITH: Here we go. Realbuto cuts him. Perez up 7-6.  

2012-02-25 19:01:18 
   

KEITH: 36 to go. Perez has been warned.. Realbuto is pacing the mat.. He will start on top.  

2012-02-25 19:00:08 
   

KEITH: corrciton 5-4 to end the period. Perez on the bottom. Realbuto cuts him. Up 6-4. 
Realbuto with a takedown. ties it at 6-.. Blood time for Perez.  

2012-02-25 18:59:26 

   

TIM: Aslanian chooses neutral. Peacock gets the takedown with 1:16 left. It's 5-0 (what 
did I miss?). Peacock has a grapvine and a half and almost turns him. No turn, but time 
runs out. Peacock wins 5-0. 

2012-02-25 18:58:19 

   

TIM:  
Aslanian defers, Peacock chooses bottom. Peacock gets the escape at the 1 minute mark 
off a standup. They're still neutral, no serious shots, it's 1-0 at the end of the 2nd. 

2012-02-25 18:58:01 
   

KEITH: Realbuto reverses. ends the period down 6-4. Perez down to start the 3rd. 
Realbuto riding the wrist. Perez has just been warned for stalling.  

2012-02-25 18:55:51 

   

KEITH: Perz riding a thigh pry and half. Realbuto tries to stand. Back down. Each is 
working the hands hard. Realbuto turns in. Perez hanging on locking up a near cradle, 
Close to getting backs. there they are.. % count.  

2012-02-25 18:54:31 

   

KEITH: 2-0 Perez. ridign a tightwaist.looking for the bar. Realbuto sits in. to his feat. Perez 
leg in the air. back to the mat. realbuto scrambles behind locks up and wrist and gets the 
2. 2-2 after one. Realbuto down to start the 2nd 

2012-02-25 18:54:19 

   

TIM: D2 113 Sean Peacock (Midlakes) vs. John Aslanian (Edgemont-1). Peacock took 3rd 
last year, Aslanian was 2nd. Peacock gets the takedown 1:10 into the match. Aslanian has 
his leg, but they call stalemate. Peacock rides him the rest of the way, 2-0. 

2012-02-25 18:52:52 
   

KEITH: Peez looks slighty taller. Looks for a dart sigle. They are scramblingg Pperez close 
to and gets the 2. OB 

2012-02-25 18:51:38 
   

KEITH: Perez rocking the purple. Realbuto wearing the home singlet.  

2012-02-25 18:51:10 

   

TIM: 3rd period, it's neutral. Malmberg has an underhook but Ndiaye tries to throw him. 
Instead, Ndiaye throws himself to his back, no backpoints but Malmberg scores a 
takedown. He's now riding a 2-on-1. Ndiaye stands up, Malmberg has a single and brings 
him to the mat, they go out. Malmberg, still on top, Ndiaye can stand but Malmberg 
returns him. Period ends, Lucas Malmberg wins 11-0. 

2012-02-25 18:50:24 
   

KEITH: Next up. Perez vs Realbuto.  

2012-02-25 18:49:53 
   

KEITH: Cooksey trying a reverse front headlock. bbut can't complete it. Piccininni wins 4-
2.  

2012-02-25 18:49:10 
   

KEITH: Piccininni working a head lever.. Cooksey faces and gets 1. Down 4-2. 25 to go.  

2012-02-25 18:48:25 
   

KEITH: Piccininni stands Cooksey appears to let him out but Piccininni sees him relax. 
Shoots and gets two reversal. . Cooksey. almost cought , Piccininii but he fights ot off and 



stays on top. 109 to go.  

2012-02-25 18:47:44 

   

TIM: Malmberg is down but scores a quick reversal at the start of the second. He again 
uses the claw for a quick 3 backpoints. It's 9-0. Malmberg also likes to ride a half and tight 
waist, and it seems to work well on Ndiaye. Period ends, still 9-0. 

2012-02-25 18:47:04 

   

KEITH: Pinnininni riding. Not a lot action. Has a tight waist wrapped all the way aound. He 
is taller that Cooksey. Cooksey up. Piccininni tryig to lock up a cradle. Has the leg in. 30 to 
go. looking to score with a leg and tilt. Nothing.Cookeys up . but runs out of time. 2-1. 
Piccininni. He's down to start the 3rd.  

2012-02-25 18:44:49 

   

TIM: D2 106 - Lucas Malmberg (Marathon) vs Cheick Ndiaye (Brooklyn International). 
Malmberg gets a takedown in 7 seconds, they go out. Ndiaye is tall and thin, Malmberg 
has a medium build. Malmburg rides the "claw" and a thigh pry. Ndiaye can't do much to 
escape. Malmburg uses the claw to turn Ndiaye for 2 backpoints. It's 4-0 at the end of the 
1st. 

2012-02-25 18:43:26 
   

KEITH: Cooksey sits faces. gets 1. 2-1. Wrestler head to head. OB.. 30 seconds left.  

2012-02-25 18:42:27 
   

KEITH: Piccinini 3rd at last years states. in on a quick two. . Rdigin tight waist. Trying to 
get a bar.  

2012-02-25 18:41:30 
   

KEITH: Piccininni still wearing his section 11 singlet. Cooksey has his school singlet on. He 
will be red.  

2012-02-25 18:40:43 
   

KEITH: D1. 106. Nick Picininni a 9 grader from Section 11. Ward Meliville. vs justin 
Coooksey a 10th grader from sction 8 MacArthur.  

2012-02-25 18:40:36 

   

TIM: Period 3, Recco is down. Recco almost gets a quick escape, but they go out. Recco 
can stand up on the whistle, but can't break Casella's grip. Finally, on his 3rd or 4th 
attempt, he does. Escape 1, but Casella's fingers are hurt. Injury timeout. He's okay, 
they're neutral. Recco leads 1-0. Recco takes a shot, Casella, has a front headlock, no 
score. Time runs out, Recco wins. Casella is very upset, complains to his coaches. Recco is 
a State champ. 

2012-02-25 18:38:59 

   

KEITH: Dangerous situation for both men as Kelly was working the guillotine. OB. Now 
looking for a tilt. Still tied. rodriguez almost out the back but Kelly stops him. Finall has 
him tilted. Getting back points.. Going to win 6-3. 2 time state champ. Kyle kelly.  

2012-02-25 18:38:48 

   

KEITH: Dangerous situation for both men as Kelly was working the guillotine. OB. Now 
looking for a tilt. Still tied. rodriguez almost out the back but Kelly stops him. Finall has 
him tilted. Getting back points.. Going to win 6-3. 2 time state champ. Kyle kelly.  

2012-02-25 18:36:36 
   

KEITH: Rodriguez down. Stands and kKelly in quick with the legs. . JKelly looking to work 
the legs,, Rodriguez having a hard time getting out.  

2012-02-25 18:35:46 
   

KEITH: rRoderiguez rides Kelly for the final 30 with a tight waist and wrist.. Tries to tilt but 
thinks better of it. 3rd period knotted at 3.  

2012-02-25 18:35:36 
   

TIM: Period 2, Casella is down. Recco rides an armbar and a wrist. Casella has a good 
inside switch, Recco holds on. Recco has him flat with an armbar but gets warned for 



stalling. False start Recco. Recco rides a tight waist and a wrist. No escape, still 0-0. 

2012-02-25 18:34:51 
   

KEITH: Kelly gets off balance. Rodrigues takes advantage and gets 2. 3-3. 49 left in the 
second. Kelly up and faces. rodriguez lifts and returns. 31 to go.  

2012-02-25 18:33:24 
   

KEITH: Kelly using his size to his advantage. Rodriguez having a hard time. Kelly down to 
start the second. Almost out. Rodriguesz with the legs. Kelly finally out. leads 3-1, 

2012-02-25 18:32:18 

   

KEITH: Kelly in on a single. rodriguez fights it off with a wizzer. Kelly in on a single. Trying 
to pull it in. Stalemate. Kelly with a throw by into a peterson. They are scrambling. Ref 
awards 2 and waves it off. Kelly completes the peterson . Gets his 2 and the go OB..  
Rodriguez out for one. 2-1 Kelly 

2012-02-25 18:32:16 
   

TIM: D2 99 - Recco (Lyndonville) vs Casella (Locust Valley). Period 1 saw a few lef attacks 
by each wrestler, but none very threatening. Still 0-0. 

2012-02-25 18:28:15 

   

KEITH: Finalist shake hand.. the mats clear. first up on D1. Kyle Kelly last years champ at 
96 from Chenango forks. He takes on Jose Rodriguez and 9 grader from section 8. 
Wnatagh, The Wantagh the number one team in NY this year.  

2012-02-25 18:25:07 

   

KEITH: Parade of place winners. Followed by the parade on Finalist. The presentation of 
the Flag with help from the D2 wrestlers. The Anthem was sung by 132 lb Finalist Jamel 
Hudson of St Anthonys.  

2012-02-25 18:24:57 
   

KEITH:  

2012-02-25 18:02:34 

   

KEITH: Section Vâ€™s other finalist is at 220 where Josh Lackey of Fairport will face Max 
Antone the second seed out of Sections 6â€™s Niagara Wheatfield. The two squared off 
earlier in the year where Lackey pinned Antone at the Matthew Marino Webster 
tournament early in the year.  

2012-02-25 17:44:23 

   

KEITH: At 120 Senior Brady Baron Pittsford looks like he is on a mission with 2 pins and a 
major on his way to the finals. He opponent is Senior Sean Mccabe, section 11. 
Connetquot. McCabe took 3rd last year at 112. Sean has one stuumble on his way to the 
finals winning 5-4 against 4th place finisher TJ Fabain on Shoreham River. He majored his 
other two opponents.  

2012-02-25 17:39:34 

   

KEITH: Section V D1 Match ups. Perez vs Dylan Realbuto Somers section 1. Both returning 
place winners. Realbuto took second at 96 to Kyle Kelly who is in the finals again at 106. 
Perez took 4th at 103. Realbuto coming off a loss at last weeks section is back in the finals 
for the second year. Perez is undefeated on the season. 50-0 

2012-02-25 17:39:34 

   

KEITH: Section V D1 Match ups. Perez vs Dylan Realbuto Somers section 1. Both returning 
place winners. Realbuto took second at 96 to Kyle Kelly who is in the finals again at 106. 
Perez took 4th at 103. Realbuto coming off a loss at last weeks section is back in the finals 
for the second year. Perez is undefeated on the season. 50-0 

2012-02-25 17:37:16 
   

TIM: We might not blog too much for the finals, just because you can simply watch the 
webcasts live. But you might keep this page open just in case. 

2012-02-25 17:36:21    TIM: If you don't already know, there's live webcasts of the finals on the 



CNYWrestling.com website. Here are the links: D1 | D2 

2012-02-25 17:20:31 

   

KEITH: Doors open in 5 minutes.. Bloggings been a challenege. Tough to see sometimes. 
Watching and typing.. Not something were are used to. Not sure if we would do it again. 
But seats in the finals are pretty good. I'll be able to see them sweat.. Might make it 
worth it.  

2012-02-25 17:14:58 
   

ANDREW: Word is Quinton Murphy will be wrestling in the finals for the D2 138 lb 
championship.  

2012-02-25 15:00:46 

   

ANDREW: Period 3, seymour takes bottom. Burke Riding tight. Throws in the boot, sucks 
him back, both are on their butts, Seymour with his leg, Burke still maintaining good 
control. Seymour to his feet, Burke locks up, mat returns, and out of bounds. :58 
remaining, restart, Burke on an Iowa, but Seymour stands. Burke Lifts on the boundary, 
but seymour grabs a foot, and comes down. Burke in bad position, but locks up a cradle 
and maintains control. Seymour drives out of bounds. Restart with 15. Stalemate. 5 
seconds left. Granby attempt, Burke stalls him mid-roll and gets a 2 count as the clock 
expires. Paddock wins 3-0 and locks up his place on the podium.  

2012-02-25 15:00:26 
   

KEITH: Kelly the 8th seed. Kozub gets a TD. Up 2-0. Kozub penalized. 2-1.. Kelly out 2-0 
end of the first. Kozub up to start the seconds. Kelly out now leads 3-2.  

2012-02-25 14:57:38 
   

KEITH: Kozub up on Mat 3. Wrestling Jake Kelly Niagara Wheatfield.  

2012-02-25 14:56:42 

   

ANDREW: Burke Paddock in a rematch from his Quarterfinal loss to Troy Seymour from 
Peru now taking place on mat 7 for 3rd and 4th.  
 
Burke has a front headlock in, but no score comes out of it. Back to their feet. Burke 
wrestling very physically. turning into a bit of a brawl from neutral as burke foot sweeps 
and does a drag by out of bounds and adds an extra shove. Period 1 ends scoreless. 
 
Paddock down to start period #2, Burke on the escape. 1-0 paddock, who now has choice 
in the event of criteria (again). Seymour deep on a single, Burke whizzers down hard and 
heads for the boundary. No score but Peru coaches calling for "fleeing the mat." Lots of 
action. Burke is driving him all over, very physical, still somewhat brawlish. Period 2 ends 
1-0 Paddock. 

2012-02-25 14:52:09 

   

ANDREW: Schaefer now wrestling Morris (Salem -II) T2 Schaefer. Schaefer working a 2-
on-one tilt, gets a one count, but Morris rolls through. Schaefer tightens it up, reloads, 
and goes again. 2 count. Schaefer leads 4-0 at the end of one.  
 
Neutral to start the second. Schaefer shoots a good double, gets the takedown without 
much defense from Morris. Has a cradle locked up on the boundary but is doing his best 
to bring him in, in bounds. Dives over after spinning, and has a 5 count on the boundary. 
Looking for the fall... gives it up, gets his 3 points and a restart. 9-0 Schaefer now with :32 
left in the second. Morris earns 1 by breaking control in a scramble as they go out. :24 
left. Restart. :10 now, Schaefer hits a great duck under and secures 2 with 5 seconds left. 
11-1 now to end 2.  
 
Schaefer takes bottom to start the third. Red warned for stalling, but Schaefer earns an 
escape anyway. 12-1, 1:43 remaining in the match. T2 schaefer, 14-1 now. The tech is 
imminent as they restart. Schaefer with a quick tilt, 2 count, and 2 nearfall points as 

http://cnywrestling.com/live/lived1.php
http://cnywrestling.com/live/lived2.php


Schaefer secures 3rd and the tech fall.  

2012-02-25 14:51:34 

   

TIM: Tim Schaefer (Warsaw) is wrestling on mat 7. Already up 6-0, Schaefer has the 
cradle and scores 3 more. It's 9-0, Schaefer. 3rd period, Schaefer is on bottom. Schaefer 
gets away and wins by tech, 16-1 with 1:19 remaining. He takes 3rd. 

2012-02-25 14:48:12 
   

KEITH: IU heard Kimmerli's name called earlier to the front table. I believe he received a 
forfiet and earns a 5th place finish.  

2012-02-25 14:47:01 
   

KEITH: Maier warned for staling. Hit with a point. leads 5-4. 2 seconds. holds on for 
thirds. Affronti wins 5-0. Two 3rds for section 5.  

2012-02-25 14:45:34 
   

KEITH: Bedross gets the 1. Maier up 5-3. 25 to go. Affronti controlling his match.  

2012-02-25 14:44:54 
   

ANDREW: Wagner avenges an earlier loss in the tournament. He lost 12-5 in the quarters 
to Soule, and beat him just now 4-3. Congratulations! 

2012-02-25 14:44:47 
   

KEITH: Maier again in on a single. Steps back and completes the 2. Leads 5-2. Affronti 
with a TD. now up 5-2.  

2012-02-25 14:44:11 

   

TIM: Hamner (Medina, 152#) is going for 3rd on mat 2. He leads 6-0 in the second. Going 
into the 3rd, it's still 6-0 and Hamner is down. He escapes, it's 7-0 with 1:30 left. Hamner 
scores a takedown, it's 9-0. Escape, now 9-1. Hamner gets a final takedown, it's 11-1, 
Hamner wins 3rd place. 

2012-02-25 14:44:04 

   

ANDREW: Hayden Wagner (South Seneca) starting his 3rd place match against Jared 
Soule (Sandy Creek - III). T2 for Wagner. 2-0 to end the first. Soule on bottom to start the 
second, earns an escape and we're back to neutral battling. 1:30 left in the second, Soule 
throws a headlock, but Wagner ducks his head enough so it isn't tight, and is able to 
wiggle out. Gets behind, but ref signals no control, Soule hangs on and swings behind, 
but Wagner grabs a leg, looks like ref signals 2 green. Green tilts him with legs in for a 
count of some sort. Score now shows 3-2 Soule over Wagner, but I don't know if the 
board is right...  
 
3rd period, wagner on bottom, getting movement and gets soule in bad position. Soule 
riding a high ride, Wagner almost hips over but doesn't maintain the position. Out of 
bounds now, 3-2 still shows on the scoreboard. 45 seconds left.  
 
WAGNER REVERSES and puts him to his back, but no signal... hasn't broken control yet... 
inches, inches... hooks an Iowa. 2!! WITH 10 SECONDS LEFT wins 4-3.  
 
Wagner takes 3rd! 

2012-02-25 14:43:33 
   

KEITH: Maier up. OB. Affronti starts nuetral in the 3rd. Maier escapes.Leads 3-2  

2012-02-25 14:42:42 
   

KEITH: Affronti with a TD. up 3-0. Maier tied 2-2 starting the 3rd. He is down. Affronti 
trying for a tilt. nothing.  

2012-02-25 14:41:45 
   

KEITH: Affronti with a good single But can't complete. OB. Maier 2-2. again in on a single. 
OB.  



2012-02-25 14:40:52 
   

KEITH: Affronti gets his one. Bedross gets one. Maier has a single in the air. gets the 2. 
goes up 2-1,. Affronti still 1-0.  

2012-02-25 14:39:49 
   

KEITH: Affronti down to start the second. Maeir is up  

2012-02-25 14:39:33 
   

TIM: Baer (Olean) vs. Demmon (Clifton-Fine) for 5th. Baer is up 4-1 in the 2nd. 3rd period, 
Baer is down. He escapes, it's 5-1 with 1:30 left. They're neutral. Baer wins, 5-1. 

2012-02-25 14:39:23 
   

KEITH: Maier with a great job fighting off a double with a good crossface. Both men end 
the first 0-0.  

2012-02-25 14:38:33 
   

KEITH: Steve Maier on Mat 3. vs Ryan Bedross Section 9. Both Affronti and Maier going 
for 3rd.  

2012-02-25 14:37:38 
   

KEITH: Affronti on Mat 6 vs Zac Mullen section 11.  

2012-02-25 14:36:10 

   

TIM: On mat 8, Tyler Newton (BR) is going for 6th. He's down 2-1 in period 2 and takes an 
injury time out. Newton loses 3-2. 
 
On mat 7, Reagan (LP) vs Riccio (Beaver River) for 3rd. Reagan's down 2-3. Satalling 
Riccio, 3rd period. They's neutral, still 3-2, match ends. Reagan takes 4th. 

2012-02-25 14:33:39 
   

KEITH: I have to apoligize to the Nick Cegelski. I have not sen his last two matches. I can 
no longer see mat 5. I can only believe he wrestled on that mat.  

2012-02-25 14:31:50 
   

KEITH: They are tied up and go out.. 1-0. 20 to go. Dierna down on a knee. Sanchez cant 
do anything. Holds on for the 1-0 victory and 3rd place.  

2012-02-25 14:29:33 
   

KEITH: Blood time for Sanchez this time. 0-0 to start the third. Sanchez puts Dierna on his 
fett. Al leads 1-0. Al down on a knee. Protecting. More blood time to cover the cut.  

2012-02-25 14:26:32 

   

KEITH: Dierna riding a tight waist. Snachez with a qucik turn it. Dierna catches him. OB. 30 
to go in hte scond. Sanchex to his feet working the hands. But Dierna feet are off the 
ground. Stalemate. Dierna working a claw and thigh pry. Ond of the 2nd. 0-0. dierna 
down.  

2012-02-25 14:26:03 
   

TIM: On mat 7, Tom Page (Eden is going for 3rd). He's up 3-0 in the 3rd. Page wins, 5-0. 

2012-02-25 14:23:57 

   

TIM: On mat 2, it's Dylan Rifenburg (Pal-Mac) vs. Corey Dake (Lansing) for 3rd. It's 0-0 to 
end the 1st. Rifenburg is on top, rides Dake out. 3rd period, Dake's on top. Rifenburg 
escapes? and now leads, 1-0. There's an argument at the scoring table, both coaches are 
talking to the ref. Now it's 0-0. Dake's still on top and has a cradle, he scores 3. Rifenburg 
may have broken his finger, looks hurt. Rifenburg has a nice scramble at the end, but 
does not escape and Dake wins, 3-0. 

2012-02-25 14:23:38 
   

KEITH: 0-0 after 1.. Working on the blood again. Actually on the bridge of his nose. Dierna 
up to start the second. 

2012-02-25 14:23:07 
   

TIM: On mat 8, it's Dakota Gardner (Fredonia) for 6th vs Zach Ayen (Gouverneur). He gets 
taken to his back for 5, almost pinned. Held there the whole 1st period. 2nd period, 5-0, 
Gardner's down, he gets ridden out. Still 5-0, 3rd period. Neutral. I looked away, it's now 



8-4... Gardner got reversed. They, illegal hold, Gardner gets a point, it's 8-5. Ayen wins, 8-
5. 

2012-02-25 14:21:05 
   

TIM: Jude Garnder (Gardner) just got pinned and takes 6th. 

2012-02-25 14:21:00 
   

KEITH: Blood time Dierna. The hit hard and it appears his nose has some blood.  

2012-02-25 14:20:23 
   

KEITH: Both wrestlers on a knee. keeping their distanc.e Dierna with a dart single. Snachz 
with a wizzer. They go out. 30 to go.  

2012-02-25 14:19:39 
   

KEITH: Dierna next.. Still wearing the purple. Facing Snchez Section 11. Islip.  

2012-02-25 14:16:37 
   

KEITH:  

2012-02-25 14:11:39 

   

TIM: On mat 2, it's Flanagan (Holley, 99#) vs. ? for 3rd. Flanagan is down 0-2 in the 2nd. 
He's on bottom. 3rd period, still 2-0, they're neutral. Flanagan gets taken down and turns, 
it's 7-0. Flanagan escapes with 6 seconds left, but it's over. 7-1, Flanagan takes 4th. 

2012-02-25 14:08:47 
   

KEITH: Someone stood up. I didn't see the move. But Lantry has Barbaria on his back. 
There is the fall inthe 3rd. Lantry gets 5th.  

2012-02-25 14:08:22 

   

TIM: On mat 7, it's Marra (Olean, 106#) vs. Section 3 for 3rd. Marra's down by 2. It's 3rd 
period, they're neutral. Marra loses another takedown, it's 4-0 with 17 seconds left. Out 
of bounds, Marra is down. Marra escapes, it's 4-1. Final. Marra gets 4th. 

2012-02-25 14:08:06 

   

KEITH: Barbaria right up. Lantry lifts and returns. right into a gramby. Lantry rolls with 
him. Barbaria finally with the scape. Lantry up 4-3. Lnatry in on a single. Barbaria trying to 
lock up the IOWA. Lantry stays big.. Stalemate.  

2012-02-25 14:06:41 
   

KEITH: Lantry with an ankle pick. Leads 4-2. Barbaria up. But lnatry lifts and mat returns. 
Has a bar and wiast. Looking for a tilt. End of 2. leads 4-2. Barbaria down.  

2012-02-25 14:05:01 

   

KEITH: Lantry down to start the second. Up to his feet. Barbaria drops to an ankel . Close 
to getting back point but Lantry truns and is able to free himself for the escape. Ties it at 
2.  

2012-02-25 14:03:50 

   

KEITH: Lantry up on Mat 4 for 5-6 place. Looks to be wrestling Nick Barbaria from New 
Rochelle Section 1. Barbaria starts with a qucik 2. Lantry gets the escape. Ed of the first 2-
1.  

2012-02-25 13:53:58 
   

KEITH: Gets the escape with 5 seconds left to move to the 3-4 place match.  

2012-02-25 13:53:30 
   

KEITH: Kozub right up. Zorn is chasing him around the Mat 

2012-02-25 13:52:53 
   

KEITH: Up again. Gramby. But Zorn grabs the let.. 11 to go.  

2012-02-25 13:52:45 
   

TIM: Harvey beats Silvis, 5-1. Harvey's going for 3rd, Silvis for 5th. 

2012-02-25 13:52:13 
   

KEITH: Kozub down 
 



2012-02-25 13:51:39 

   

KEITH: Right up but they go out. 27 to go. Again right up. Does a good job on the hands 
this time and gets the one. Again zorn almost gets two diving at the anles but the go 
OUT.. 30 second ride out.  

2012-02-25 13:51:30 
   

TIM: Sauer wins 3-1. Sauer's going for 3rd, Oginbene for 5th. 

2012-02-25 13:50:24 
   

KEITH: Zorn escapes for 1. Shots right in but they go out. Leads 1-0. End of the 5th. 1-0. 
Kozub downs. Needs a point to keep this going.  

2012-02-25 13:50:05 
   

TIM: Harvey's getting his head wrapped on mat 8, not sure if he's bleeding or what. It's 
still 5-0, 1:20 remaining, neutral. 

2012-02-25 13:49:24 

   

KEITH: Zorn almost gets .. But diving to the ankles but they go OB. 40 to go. Tied up in the 
middle. Zorn again ducks down for a leg.. OB. 25 to go. Kozub drops to a knee. Back to his 
feet.. Late double but can't complete the take down. Zorn down to start the 5th period.  
 

2012-02-25 13:49:08 
   

TIM: Sauer's up 3-0, going into the 3rd. Sauer is on top. 

2012-02-25 13:48:18 
   

TIM: Sauer (Holley) is wrestling Ognibene (Alex) on mat 7. Schaefer just won his match, 
advances to 3rd/4th. Injury time on the Silvis/Harvye mat. 

2012-02-25 13:46:26 
   

KEITH: Kozub pressuring at the edge of theMatt. OB. 45 to go. Zorn trying to pummmel 
in. Kozub has a leg. Nothing. OT.  

2012-02-25 13:46:19 
   

TIM: Warsaw's Schaefer is wresting on mat 1 vs. Koelmel of Immaculate Heart. He's up 3-
0 with a minute left. Make that 3-1, Koelmel just escaped with 1 minute left. 

2012-02-25 13:45:07 

   

KEITH: 1-0 after 2.. Zorn down to start the third. Sits. Kozub follows. Zorn stands, Mat 
Return. Zorn stands again and gets the 1. Tied 1-1. 1:20 to go in the 3rd.  
 

2012-02-25 13:44:37 
   

TIM: On mat 8, it's Holley's Silvis vs. Alfred-Almond's Harvey. Harvey leads 5-0 in the 2nd. 

2012-02-25 13:43:39 
   

TIM: Smith gets a takedown with 20 seconds left. He needs to hang on for the win. He 
does. Smith advances to the 3rd place match at 195. 

2012-02-25 13:42:36 
   

TIM: Smith's wrestling Ben Perry of Saranac, it's 3rd period. 

2012-02-25 13:42:34 

   

KEITH: Kozub up on Mat 4.. Lots of traffic between there and myself. Has Zorn from 
section 8.. Zorn beat Kells from Fairport in the previous round of wrestlebacks. 0-0 after 
1. Kozube down. Up quick but gets ran out of bounds. up again the face each other., 
Kozub almost headlocked to his back. But muscle out of it. NEar the edge BOB. Third 
times a charm and he completes the Standup for the escape. leads 1-0  

2012-02-25 13:41:46 
   

TIM: Midlake's Tyler Smith is tied at 1 on mat 2. 

2012-02-25 13:36:54 
   

KEITH: Match ends, Seybolt 7-4 over Kimmerli.  

2012-02-25 13:35:42 
   

KEITH: Seybolt riding tight on top. working the legs.. Able to tilt Kimmerli. Gets a 5 count. 
Leads 3-2. Again working a power half. end of the 3nd. 3-2 seybolt leas. Kimmerli pus him 



up to sart the 3rd. Seybolt in on a single. Stalemate.  
Kimmerlie in on a single. Has it in the air, Gets the 2. Lets him up. Down 5-4. But gives a 2 
to go down 7-4.  

2012-02-25 13:31:27 
   

KEITH: Kimmerli Spencerport on Mat 3. Early take down leads 2-0. Wrestling Dylen 
Seybolt Section 11. Kimmerli down to start the second.  

2012-02-25 13:31:13 

   

ANDREW: Wagner (south seneca) now wrestling his consi semis match against Tyler 
Sivlerthorn. 2nd period, 0-0, Wagner escapes to go up 1-0. Promptly gets taken down, 
down 2-1 now. 20 seconds left in the second. Reversal sends Wagner up 3-2. 3rd coming, 
Wagner on top. E1 Silverthorn. 3-3 now with 1:25 left. Restart, 1:18. Working a collar tie, 
silverthorn shoots from a distance, Wagner plants him to his back and gets T2, N2, and 
now up 7-3. E1 Silverthorn, and Wagner leads 7-4 with 10 seconds left. Restart with 5 
seconds. Wagner sprawls and defends the shot. Wagner wins 7-4 and is headed for a 
consolation finals match.  

2012-02-25 13:30:11 
   

KEITH: Affronti gets a reversal. Has a near side cradle locked up. Turns him.. He's flat. 
There the pin. Fall at 4:34 in the third. Affronti wins.  

2012-02-25 13:27:28 

   

TIM: WNY Finalists (D1) 
113 #4-Vincent DePrez-10 (Hilton-5) vs. #7-Dylan Realbuto-11 (Somers-1) 
120 #4-Brady Baron-12 (Pittsford-5) VS. #2-Sean McCabe-12 Connetquot-11) 
132 #8-Dylan Cohen-12 (Williamsville East-6) vs. Jamel Hudson-12 (St. Anthony's-C) 
145 #1-James Kloc-12 (Iroquois-6) vs. Corey Rasheed-10 (Longwood-11) 
220 #1-Josh Lackey-12 (Fairport-5) vs. #2-Max Antone-12 (Niagara Wheatfield-6) 
 
WNY Finalists (D2) 
99 #2-Tony Recco-9 (Lyndonville-5) vs. #8-Nick Casella-9 (Locust Valley-8) 
113 #4-Sean Peacock-10 (Midlakes-5) vs. #2-John Aslanian-11 (Edgemont-1) 
120 #1-Sam Recco-12 (Lyndonville-5) vs. #2-Jeff O'Lena-12 (East Rochester-5) 
126 #7-Renaldo Rodriguez-10 (Cheektowaga-6) vs. #1-Nick Tighe-11 (Phoenix-3) 
138 #1-Quinton Murphy-12 (Holley-5) vs. #2-Anthony Finnocchiaro-12 (Canastota-3) 
145 #4-Drew Hull-11 (Royalton-Hartland-6) vs. #2-Tyler Button-12 (Phoenix-3) 
152 #1-Ben Haas-12 (Salamanca-6) vs. #2-Derek Pfluger-12 (Sandy Creek-3) 
160 #1-Chris Nevinger-12 (Letchworth-5) vs. #3-Aaron Dudley-12 (Hudson Falls-2) 
170 #1-Nick Mitchell-12 (Frewsburg-6) vs. #3-Zack Zupan-11 (Canastota-3) 
182 #1-Tony Lock-12 (Pioneer-6) vs. #2-Keegan Cerwinski-12 (Greene-4) 
195 #8-Bryce Mazurowski-11 (Avon-5) vs. #3-Zach Diekel-12 (Whitehall-2) 
220 #3-Zack Bacon-11 (Hornell-5) vs. #1-Kyle Stanton-12 (Greene-4) 

2012-02-25 13:27:05 
   

KEITH: Start again. Using a spiral ride. PAsqualini stands.. PD.. NEeds to ride him for 200. 
But gives up a reversal with 5 to go. Alsmot got caught for backs.  

2012-02-25 13:25:26 
   

KEITH: Affronti trying to work a 2 on 1 tilt. Gives it up.. Has the navy. Back behind. 
Pasqualini tryng to stand on all 4's.. OB. Frank still up 

2012-02-25 13:24:56 

   

ANDREW: Tyler Newton (v) wrestling Dan Dickman (IV)wrestling consi semis. :37 left in 
second. Newton winning 2-0, on top now. Throws in a half, looking to score backs, but 
the kid elevates and slips him off. Newton rides it out, leading 2-0 to start the third.  
 
Dickman on bottom to start the 3rd. Newton on top. Dickman short sits, turns in, and 
gets a leg. Newton doesn't recover well, gives up a reversal. 2-2 now. Newton working up 



near the edge, but they go out. Dickman gives an optional start, and lets Newton up. 3-2 
Newton with 1:35 remaining. Newton working a tie, but Dickman slaps it away and 
shoots. Newton sprawls, front headlock, spinning and in good position. Has a cradle 
locked up. Gets his 2, but lets Dickman up moments after. 5-3 Newton. Going out of 
bounds it looks like Newton got hit below the belt and he calls Injury Time. Action 
resumes after 1:20 of injury time. 25 ticks remain. Dickman shoots, deep on a single, 
starts to double up and trips behind gets the 2. 5-5. restart with 7 ticks left, newton on 
bottom. Newton fires up, Dickman throws legs for potentially dangerous. 5 seconds now. 
OT coming 5-5. dickman deep on a single, trying to trip like he just did. Almost works, but 
newton counters well, looks like he's about to score... OH man! I'm not sure exactly what 
just happened, the coaches/refs blocked my view, but Newton may have just got 
dumped or something. He tried to bail out but dickman held on to his ankles, worked up 
and secured the 2. 7-5 final, Dickman (4) > Newton (5) in OT 
 
Newton going for 5th in his next match. 

2012-02-25 13:23:44 
   

KEITH: Affronti and Pasqualino scrambling.. Time runs out. Frank up to start the second.  

2012-02-25 13:21:43 
   

KEITH: Affronti follows Maier on Mat 4.. He is wrestling Matt Pasqualini Fox-Lane.  

2012-02-25 13:20:16 
   

KEITH: Maier another TD.. winds 10-1 

2012-02-25 13:17:38 
   

KEITH: Maier gets 2 more.. Now leads 8-1. They are nuetral to start the third.  

2012-02-25 13:15:36 

   

KEITH: Steve Maier up on Mat 4. Early Takedown. Into the seconds. Starts down. Gets 
Cautioned. Maier stands gets the one. 4-0 on their feet. 1 to go in the second,. Deep on a 
double. Can't finish. down to asingle. Finally works the two.  

2012-02-25 13:08:47 

   

KEITH: Dierna in on a double. Carunan with a front headlock. In the center back to their 
feet. Dierna in for a quick double,. backs out. Qucik throw by. Gets the two., Wins 6-4 in 
the last 10 seconds.  

2012-02-25 13:08:22 

   

ANDREW: Dake (IV) v. Rifanburg (IV) starting in consi semis in front of me on mat 7. This 
ought to be a battle. Dake spends most of the first period running a front headlock or 
working a tie. Dake is more physical thus far. 1st period ends 0-0, Rifanburg chooses 
bottom. 
 
Section V action - 126, Rifenburg (P-M) pins his opponent from PSAL and is going for 3rd. 
 
Dake riding well, currently on an Iowa with a one-on-one. Rifanburg's balled up and not 
really moving. Dake slips legs in, gets high but recovers. No score in the second. Rifanburg 
is down again to start 3rd... apparently dake chose top? or just chose top now... I missed 
it.  
 
Dake riding wrong left in, on the right side. Working a tilt, he's got him at 90. Can't quite 
break it, and his leg is slipping. Rifanburg scoops the leg and Dake is falling off the side- 
but he's got a power half... Ref stops it for potentially dangerous - crowd not happy, it 
looked like rifanburg was about to come out, but Dake could also have scored backs. 
 
30 seconds left on the restart.Dake trhows a leg, rifanburg hooks it. But dake turns him! 
Gets a quick 2 count. Match ends 2-0 Dake as the winner. Very calm, humble win. Looks 



like he's about ready to cry in happiness. Rifanburg stalked off the mat. Tough match. 

2012-02-25 13:07:10 
   

KEITH: Dierna takes injury time. Getting his fingers taped.  

2012-02-25 13:07:09 
   

KEITH: Dierna takes injury time. Getting his fingers taped.  

2012-02-25 13:06:24 
   

KEITH: Caruana for 1. all knotted 4-4 45 to go.  
 

2012-02-25 13:05:56 
   

KEITH: Caruana with a thigh and wrist.. Dierna rolls through for 2. Alomst sticks him.. No 
backs.. Up 4-3 

2012-02-25 13:05:03 

   

KEITH: Dierna with a stand.. Caruan with a crab. But Dierna comes around for a reversal. 
2-2 30 to go. al throws in a leg.s Caruana out in front. Gets the on. DiernA controling the 
elbow. Caruana locks up a cradle but can't get around.. 3-2 into the third. Dierna down.  

2012-02-25 13:02:12 
   

KEITH: Caruana with the a reversal. Still scrambling. Dierna out the back. Can't get free. 
Stalemate. Still down 54 to go in the second.  

2012-02-25 13:00:31 
   

KEITH: Dierna just underway.. Wrestling 3rd seeded Dylan Caruna from Kenmore West 
section 6..End of the first. Caruana is down.  

2012-02-25 12:59:20 
   

TIM: Keough yields, injury default. Keough will go for 5th & 6th. 

2012-02-25 12:59:01 
   

TIM: Keough yields, injury default. Keough will go for 5th & 6th. 

2012-02-25 12:56:54 
   

TIM: Looks like Keough might have popped his shoulder out? Whatever it is, he's not 
moving. 

2012-02-25 12:56:11 
   

TIM: Keough is really hurt on mat 7, and his opponent's hurt too. Not sure what 
happened. 

2012-02-25 12:51:24 

   

KEITH: Tanzman for two.. Stalemate. Lantry leads 5-2 105 to go. Tanzman with a tight 
waist. Runing a spiral. Lantry turns and faces. Gets the one. In on a single. Tanzman 
scooting the hips tring to lock up the iowa. He does. Sorry. I look up the score is 7-6. 
Tanzman. Got 2 take downs in there to take the win.  

2012-02-25 12:48:25 
   

KEITH: Tansman sits. Lantry follows. Riding tough on top. But is warned for stalling. 5-0. 
Starting the 3rd. Nuetral to start the 3rd 

2012-02-25 12:46:19 

   

KEITH: Tanzman with a fireman. But Lantry defends. OB. Back to the center.. Tanzman 
tries a slide by. Lantry steps across. Locks up a near side cradle. Gets the 2. Tansman up 
to start the second. Lantry to his feet. Tansman warned for stalling. Lantry gets the one.. 
He's deep on a single. Coiming out the back.. Gets the 2. Up 5-0. 10 to go in the second.  

2012-02-25 12:43:02 
   

KEITH: Wayne's Lantry up against unseeded Alex Tanzman of Secition 11. Ready to start 
on Mat 4.  

2012-02-25 12:34:32 
   

ANDREW: Illegal moves turns out to be a headlock without the arm. Sauer just can't get 
over that Section 2 hump. Look for him to wrestle back strong in the Consi semis. 



2012-02-25 12:34:25 
   

TIM: There was a new attendance record 6,600 or something in attendance for Session 1. 

2012-02-25 12:33:43 
   

TIM: The illegal move Sauer hit was an illegal headlock. Basically cost him the match. 

2012-02-25 12:32:48 
   

KEITH: Break in the action. Ready to start the semi wrestle backs.  

2012-02-25 12:32:08 
   

KEITH: Kozub. lost Lackey just won 3-2..  

2012-02-25 12:31:42 

   

TIM: Kacee Sauer (Holley, 285#) is wrestling on mat 2 vs. Alex Soutiere (RVS). Soutiere is 
taller, and Kacee's not afraid to shoot. But he can't finish before they got out. The mat's 
not be enough for these big guys. 
 
It's 0-0, Sauer is on top in the 2nd. Soutiere escapes after about a minute. It's 1-0. Sauer 
gets a takedown (I think) and Soutiere escapes. It's 2-2. Sauer nearly gets a another 
takedown by spinning around, but they're out. Holley coaches want 2 with 8 seconds left. 
No score, time. It's 2-2. 
 
Sauer is down to start the 3rd. Sauer escapes, it's 3-2. They award red (Soutiere) 1 point 
an illegal move. Not sure what it was. It's tied at 3 with 30 seconds left. Sauer takes a 
desparate shot and gets taken down. He checks his headgear into the stands. Coach 
Grillo is discussing the event with the refs. No change, match is over. Soutiere advances. 

2012-02-25 12:24:47 

   

TIM: Medina's Montesanti is wrestling Beekmantown's Head on mat 2. Head takes 
Montesanti straight to his back with no time remaining, no back points, but it's 2-0. 
 
Montesanti is on top, 2nd period. Locked hands, Montesanti, while Head reverses. It's 5-
0. Head breaks down Montesanti and holds him there much of the period. Injury 
Montesanti, something with his left arm or shoulder. 
 
3rd period, Montesanti is down. Head turns and pins him with 1:42 remaining. Head is in 
the finals. 

2012-02-25 12:24:41 
   

TIM: We're having connectivity problems, especially Keith. He'll be back momentarily. 

2012-02-25 12:24:06 

   

TIM: Hornell's Zach Bacon is wrestling Tioga's Talcott on mat 7. 0-0 after the 1st. 
 
Bacon is down, gets a quick escape to start the 2nd. It's 1-0, Bacon. Bacon scores a 
takedown with 26 seconds left in the 2nd, it's 3-0. 
 
Third period, I didn't see what happened, but it's 5-4, Bacon. Bacon drives Talcott into the 
scorers table and hurts him. Talcott is takes injury, but looks okay. He'll probably ave a 
bruise on his lower back tomorrow. Bacon is on top, has a serious arm bar and gets 2. 
Then he locked his hands and gives up 1. It's 7-5, Bacon's on top. Eascape, 7-6, match 
ends. Bacon advances. 

2012-02-25 12:15:32 

   

KEITH: On mat 3. The top seed Tony Fusco Shenendehowa leads 13-2 over unseeded Zac 
Conner Islip. section 11. Still 2-0 Williams over Kozub on Mat 6. End of 1. Now 3-1 
Williams over Kozub. They are on their feet in the second. .  

2012-02-25 12:14:09 
   

KEITH: On mat 3. The top seed Tony Fusco Shenendehowa leads 13-2 over unseeded Zac 
Conner Islip. section 11. Still 2-0 Williams over Kozub on Mat 6. End of 1. Kozub up to 



start the second.  

2012-02-25 12:11:14 
   

KEITH: Locked in the middle. Williams pummeling inside. Trying to jack up Kozub.. 
Williams is strong. Drops to a single. Lifts and completes the takedown. OB 2-0 45 to go.  

2012-02-25 12:09:21 
   

KEITH: Kozub Brockport the 3rd seed. vs Reggie Williams JC section 4. Mat 6.  

2012-02-25 12:08:57 

   

TIM: Avon's Mazurowski is up on mat 7 vs. Saranac's Ben Perry. A minute goes by, no 
much action, a lot of setups but no shots. Perry shoots on a single, stands up with it, 
takes Mazurowski to his back, but Maz barely has a whizzer, time winding down... oh it's 
close... no takedown. 0-0. 
 
2nd period, Perry is down. Mazurowski quickly locks up a 2-on-1 tilt for 3. Max gets 
another see (didn't see with what), it's 6-0. Stalling warning red (Mazurowski) with 4 
seconds left. 
 
3rd period, Mazurowski chooses down. I'd have been tempted to chose top again after 
that display, Perry might be great on top too. But no, Perry let's him up, it's 7-0. 
Mazurowski gets a takedown, it's 9-0. Perry has a leg, comes up with it and gets a 
reversal. Let's Mazurowski up, it's 10-3. Final, Section 5 has another finalist. 

2012-02-25 12:08:22 
   

KEITH: Berkowitz wins 3-1.  

2012-02-25 12:07:12 

   

KEITH: Mcziggy lets him out. 3-1.. Berkowtiz in deep on a double. OB. 1:19 to go. Mcziggy 
double underhookss. Trying to jack him up. OB,.. 45 to go. McZiggy pressing. Needs a 
shot. Looking for a head lock. OB.  

2012-02-25 12:05:10 

   

KEITH: Berkowtiz riding tough. still up 2-1 52 to go in the 2nd. McZiggy up and faces but 
Berkowitz drops to a leg. Stalemate. Up again and Berk drops to a single.. Still working 
tring to free himself. End of thhe period. 2-1 Berkowitz. He is down to start the 3rd.  
 

2012-02-25 12:01:33 
   

KEITH: McZiggy losing to Berkowitz 2-1 afte 1. McZiggy down to start the seconds. 
Debuyser loses 2-0  

2012-02-25 12:00:12 

   

ANDREW: Cerwinski gets an escape. :40 remaiing. Schaefer deep on a straight shot single. 
Now in a scramble with Schaefer coming out the back door and cerwinski locked around 
the waist. :08 left to restart. Cerwinski runs away, warned for stalling. Out of bounds with 
4 seconds left. Blood time. This could be interesting. If he backs up we could see 
OT.Cerwinski takes a wide stance, Schaefer shoots, cerwinski catches him, locks up the 
underhooks, no stall point. Match is over. 1-o cerwinski. Good sportsmanship by both.  
 
Mazurowski to take the mat next. 

2012-02-25 12:00:11 

   

KEITH: Debuyser having a hard time breaking huges down. Finally gets him flat but hes 
back on his knees. Hughes out for one.. Debuyser needs 2 to keep his meddle hopes alive. 
50 to go.  

2012-02-25 11:59:46 
   

TIM: Warsaw's Tim Schaefer is up on mat 7 @ 182 vs Cerwinski of Greene-4. There's a 
scrample, both have each others' ankles, stalemate, 1:14 remaining. No score, period 
ends. 



 
Schaefer is down. No scoring. Still 0-0. 
 
Cerwinski is down. Schaefer struggles to hang on as Cerwinski has a leg. Stalemate, 1:12 
remaining. (The American flag on the back of Schaefer's singlet is peeling off.) Cerwinski 
escapes, it's 1-0 with 45 seconds left. Another scramble, both have ankles, Cerwinski is 
exits the back door, stalemate, 0:08 remaining. Out of bounds, 4 seconds left. Injury time, 
Cerwinski. He looks okay, just wiping his nose. Schaefer tries a shot that goes nowhere. 
Cerwinski wins. 

2012-02-25 11:58:47 

   

KEITH: McZiggy PSAL the top seed now wrestling Mat 6. Wrestling Jaco Berkowitz 
Scarsdale Sectin 1. Berkowtiz with the 2. Debuyser just got rode out inthe second. Starts 
up in the third 

2012-02-25 11:56:51 
   

KEITH: OT between Seybolt nd Brady.. Brady Section 3. OT winner . Still 0-0 Debuyser. OB 
and back to the center. 1 to go in the 2nd  

2012-02-25 11:56:42 

   

ANDREW: Wrestle backs: Silvis secures another takedown. Up 4-1 now with :24 
remaining.  
 
Semis: 182 Schaefer (Warsaw) vs Cerwinski (Greene-IV). Scoreless first, Schaefer on 
bottom. 1:20 left, still scoreless. Schaefer gets some clearance, to his feet, but Cerwinski 
takes a single and returns him out of bounds. 1:00 left, Schaefer, still down, fires to his 
feet twice only to be mat returned twice. 23 ticks left in the second. Cerwinski throws 
legs, but Schaefer blocks, back to his feet, returned, ridden out. 0-0 to start the 3rd. 
Cerwinski's choice. Injury time Schaefer.  
 
Wrestle backs: Silvis controlling the match. Now up 7-1 with 1:08 remaining in the third. 
He's on top and starts to run a turk. No points out of it, but a solid mat return. :45 
seconds left, this match looks secure. 
 
Semis: Schaefer runs legs after cerwinski takes bottom. Running a power half, gets high, 
but Schaefer locks in a seat-belt (Mitch Clark term - he grabs his own foot while wrapped 
around the body). Earns a stalemate. Restart with 1:12 left. Still 0-0. 

2012-02-25 11:55:54 
   

KEITH: Debuyser down to start the second. 0-0. Hughes riding tough, OB> Debuyser. 
Caution. Trying to stand but hughes with a good tight waist and chop.  

2012-02-25 11:55:32 

   

TIM: Next on mat 2 is Tony Lock (Pioneer) vs. Andy Martinez (Liberty-9). Lock gets a 
takedown in 30 seconds and does an armbar tilt, turns it to a half after a 5-count and 
pins. Time was ~1:00. 

2012-02-25 11:54:43 
   

KEITH: Lots of action on Mat 6 with Brady and Seybolt. Seybolt with an escape i the 3rd to 
tie it. 30 to go.  

2012-02-25 11:53:20 
   

KEITH: Kells loses 9-3. only a Junior. Has another chance next year. Now up Jake Debuyser 
vs Mike hughs Section 11.  

2012-02-25 11:52:10 
   

TIM: Frewsburg's Mithcell is up on Mat 2 @ 170. 0-0 after the 1st. 
 
Mitchell is down to start the 2nd. Escapes it's 1-0. No takedowns. 



 
3rd period, Mitchell is up. Mitchell is riding tough, but doesn't look like he'll hold him for 
2 minutes. There's a controversial reversal on the edge... nope, they give him 1. It's tied. 
Mitchell spins around with 5 seconds remaining for 2. Game over, Mitchell advances. 

2012-02-25 11:51:58 
   

KEITH: Mat 6 at 170 3rd seed Shayne Brady section 3 vs unseeded Dylan Seybolt. 2-2 in 
the 2nd.  

2012-02-25 11:51:04 
   

KEITH: On mat 3. Spurgeon the top seed looks to have locked up a place in the finals with 
a late TD over lumley. final 7-4 

2012-02-25 11:50:01 
   

KEITH: Zorn with 2 and getting BAcks.. 9-1. Kells needs a big score to place.  

2012-02-25 11:49:52 

   

ANDREW: Wrestle back action: Mike Silvis (Holley) now wrestling Dillon Hurlbert 
(Marathon - IV) on Mat 1. Secures a takedown and leads 2-0 going into the second. 
Hurlbert takes bottom and Silvis with a huge mat return but Hurlbert rebounds and pops 
back up, earns the escape. 2-1 Silvis now, with 1:05 left in the 2nd 

2012-02-25 11:49:25 

   

KEITH: Kells is wrestling Rob Zorn out of section 8.. Zorn is very thick in the hips.. Kells 
tries a ARMDRAG. nothing.. Zorn in on a double. Near the edge. Lifts complets to the 2. 
They go out. Kells down to start the 3rd. Gets 1.. down 5-1 

2012-02-25 11:47:17 

   

TIM: On mat 7, it's Dwaileebe of Olean vs Zupan of Canastota. Zuppan scores a takedown 
on the edge as the period ends. 2-0. 
 
Zuppan is down. Not sure what happened, but it's now 5-0, Zuppan is on top. He does the 
alternate stop and let's Dwaileebe up, 5-1. Dwaileebe not sure what happened but now 
score says 7-3, Zuppan escapes, now 8-3. Period ends. 
 
3rd period, Dwaileebe is down and gets a quick escape. It's 8-4. Zuppan gets a takedown, 
Dwaileebe escapes, it's 10-5. It' over, Zupan wins. 

2012-02-25 11:47:15 
   

KEITH: Kells from Fairport on Mat 4. He's down in the 2nd 3-0.  

2012-02-25 11:46:01 
   

KEITH: Spurgeon up 2-1 into the seconds. Lumley on top to start the 2nd 
 

2012-02-25 11:44:57 

   

ANDREW: Wrestle back action: Tyler smith (midlakes) down 1-0 to Joe nickerson (maple 
grove - VI) with 1:05 remaining. REVERSAL AND HE PUTS HIM TO HIS BACK! up 4-1! E1 
Nickerson, 4-2, :35 remaining with Smith leading. Out of bounds :25 seconds left. 
Nickerson shoots, Smith sprawls, locks up a front headlock, grabs and ankle as he spins 
behind, but out of bounds. :2 seconds on the clock, denies a shot off the whistle, Good 
win for Smith, who makes medal rounds. 

2012-02-25 11:44:21 
   

KEITH: Now on MAt 3 top sed Dan Spurgeon Section 8. Plainedge.. vs Lumley South Glen 
Falls section 2.. Lumly beat Kimmerli 2-1 last night. Spurgeon up 2-0.  

2012-02-25 11:43:06 
   

KEITH: Next up. for sction V. 195.. Kozub and Kells. I'm waiting for Mcziggy Richards out 
ot Wingate PSAL..  

2012-02-25 11:41:46    KEITH: Affronti down. Palacio is a two time place winner. 30 to go. Gramby, Palacio 



holding on the the single. Affronti trying a body lock. but Palacio comes up on top. Holds 
on 3-2 

2012-02-25 11:40:58 

   

TIM: Next up is #1-Chris Nevinger (Letchworth-5) vs #4-Tyler Silverthorn (General Brown-
3) on mat 2. Nevinger's head it shaved to about 1/8 inch. Nevinger scores a quick 2 and 
then 3. I'ts 5-0. Nevinger hits a bar arm tilt for another 2, and then another for 3. It's 10-
0. Period ends. 
 
Neutral, Nevinger gets deep on a single but loses the takedown. It's 10-2. Nevinger 
escapes. 
 
3rd period, Nevinger is on top. It's 11-2. Nevinger hits the same tilt for 3, it's 14-2. 1 
minute remaining. Nevinger gets 2 more, it's 16-2. 18 seconds left. He wants the tech, 
but it's not likely. Match over. 

2012-02-25 11:40:36 
   

KEITH: Affronti trailing 3-2. $0 to go. He's down.. Needs 1 to tie and keep the match alive.  

2012-02-25 11:40:03 
   

KEITH: Kimmerli keeps the body lock. Time runs out.. Kimmerli wins 3-2.. Will be a place 
winner.  

2012-02-25 11:39:21 

   

KEITH: kimmerli fights of a single. Kimmerli with a slide b.. Almost gets caught to his back. 
OB< 10 to go,. Sabella deep on a double. Headd between the legs coming out the back. 
Kimmerlie locks up a body lock  

2012-02-25 11:37:36 
   

KEITH: Affronti deep on a leg.s . Palacio around to the back. time runs out. 2-1 Affronti. 
Affronti takes injury time.. Kimmerli up 3-2 with his escape. 49 to go.  

2012-02-25 11:36:26 
   

KEITH: Palacio in on a sincle. Wresting at the edge.. Affronti wit the 2.. No the ref waves it 
off. Kimmerli in ther 3rd. Starts down.. tied 2-2.  

2012-02-25 11:35:17 

   

KEITH: Palacio looks strong. Nice tight waist. but Affronti. scrambles out for the two. 
Almost gets him turn with a half. Palacio with a sit and elevate. Turns to face. Affronti up 
2-1.  

2012-02-25 11:34:02 
   

KEITH: Kimmerli tied up 2-2. Sabella using injury time. Affronti down to start the 2nd.  

2012-02-25 11:33:34 

   

ANDREW: Having trouble with the internet and regularly updating...  
 
Fox drops a hard fought match in wrestle backs to Sommer (section 9) 8-3. 6-3 in the final 
seconds, Fox got taken down to close the match out. 
 
Lapresi won in OT. 1-1 entering OT, time running down, Blanding shot, Lapresi blocked 
the shot, fell to a front headlock and shucked him by and spun for 2 as time expired. Refs 
debated for a moment, but the call stood.  
 
Hayden Wagner (South Seneca) won a 3-1 decision over Jared Soule (Sandy Creek - III) 
and advances to the medal rounds. He'll have the loser of Nevinger-Silverthorn (Section 
3)... So Silverthorn ;) lol 
 
Hamner stuck by Pfluger in the first! via Cradle! WOW 



2012-02-25 11:33:14 
   

KEITH: Kimmerli wrestling consolation om Mat 4.. Front head and arm. Throws him by 
Gets the two. Up 2-0.. Affronti on Mat 3.. 0-0 after 1.  

2012-02-25 11:32:30 

   

TIM: Haas vs Newton on mat 2. Haas, a defending state champion, gets a quick 2. Haas 
hits a 2-on-1 roll-thru tilt for 3, it's 5-0. 
 
2nd period, they're neutral. Haas gets the takedown then another tilt. It's 10-0, looks like 
a repeat of period 1. But wait, Newton reverses, it's 10-2 with 30 seconds left. Haas 
reverses back, it's 12-2, period winding down, Haas scores another tilt. Haas has a 4-
count when the clock ends. It's 14-2. 
 
Newton is down, Haas tilts for 3, it's 19-2 tech fall at 4:30. 

2012-02-25 11:28:23 

   

KEITH: Realbuto with another TD. Leads 4-1 after 1. Maier down to start the 2nd. works a 
stand up. gets the 1. 4-2. In the other semi two section 11 wrestlers. Keck from Standing 
wading river and Hall the 2 seed Nick Hall. Realbuto locks up a cradle. and gets the fall 
over Maier in the second 

2012-02-25 11:26:02 
   

KEITH: Realbuto with a TD. Maier escapes back.. 2-1.  

2012-02-25 11:26:01 
   

TIM: Medina's Hamner is wrestling mat 7. Gets taken right to his back in a cradle and gets 
pinned at 1:01. Pfluger, the #2 seed, advances. 

2012-02-25 11:24:49 
   

KEITH: Realbuto working the russian. OB. My mistake. Steve Maier. Not affonti.  

2012-02-25 11:24:47 

   

TIM: Roy-Hart's Drew Hull is on mat 2 vs Mitch Janes of Port Byron. Hull gets a takedown 
on the very edge with just his toes in holding Jane's ankles. Period ends, at 2-0. 
 
Hull is down. After 1 minute, he cannot escape. He finally escapes and scores another 2 
with 23 seconds left. It's 5-0. 
 
It's 3rd period, Janes is down. Hull rides a 2-on-1 and it works. Janes can't do much. 
Period is winding down. Hull advances, 5-0. 

2012-02-25 11:24:16 
   

KEITH: Rasheed still up 5-3. 1 to go.. Wayne Affronti and Realbuto on Mat 3.. just 
underway.  

2012-02-25 11:22:53 

   

TIM: olean's Baer is wrestling on mat 7 vs Button from Phoenix. Baer has muscles coming 
out of his ears, he's shorter and jacked. Button is taller and thinner. Baer gets a 
takedown. Baer takes injury and gets tape wrapped aound his forehead. Button escapes 
and gets his own takedown, it's 3-2, Baer is down. Button hit's a tilt with Baer's arm 
trapped between his legs. Baer escapes, it's 6-3. Period ends. 
 
Button's down, escapes for 1 then scores a quick 2. It's 9-3. Baer takes another injury. Hes 
ok, action resumes with Baer down. Period ends, 9-3. 
 
Neutral. Baer needs points. Button gets a takedown and more, it's 13-3. Baer gets a 
reversal after a scramble, it's 13-5. Button escapes quickly. Match over, 16-5. 

2012-02-25 11:22:20    KEITH: Kloc and Wallace picking up the pace. Wallace tries a single. Kloc almost spins 



around for the two.. OB 12 to go. Wallace tries a head lock. Kloc holds on 3-2 

2012-02-25 11:21:01 
   

KEITH: Rasheed with a takedown. 5-3. 48 to go.. kloc still up 3-2 holding on over Wallace.. 
Kloc has been warned.  

2012-02-25 11:20:03 
   

KEITH: Kloc warned for stalling. Wallace in on a single. Scramble.. OB Kloc leads 3-2 in the 
third. Kloc using injury time. Tied up 3-3 on Caputo and Rasheed. 

2012-02-25 11:16:05 
   

KEITH: Caputo leads Rasheed a 3 time place finisher. 2-1 on Mat 6.  

2012-02-25 11:15:15 

   

KEITH: The other semi at 145. Corey Rasheed Longwood section 11 vs Mike Caputo North 
Rockland Section 1. Kloc up starting the second.. He's down. Out qucikly for the escape. 
Wallace right in on a double.. Switches to a single. PD 

2012-02-25 11:13:25 
   

KEITH: Jim Kloc Section 6 returning state winner vs Wallace Columbia section 2. Kloc 
leads early 2-1.  

2012-02-25 11:11:37 
   

TIM: Murphy is upset after his match. Throws his headgear about 10 feet. Not sure if 
there are any penalties. I think he felt Reagan was stalling, not him. 

2012-02-25 11:11:08 

   

ANDREW: Quinton back in action, riding tough on top. Still looks frustrated, almost bored 
during stoppages. He's riding parallel and gets hit for a stalling. He just shrugged at his 
coach. Off the restart he throws in a leg and is running a power half. Gives up 1 for 
stalling. Quinton wins 5-3. Lew-Port coach is at the table contesting time on the clock. 
We've got :06 left. Quinton puts him to his back, gets a 1 count in the scramble. No 
points. Reagan slaps his hand hard. Quinton is not happy. Tosses his headgear over 
something and Grillo is holding him back. Both run off the mat.  

2012-02-25 11:10:32 

   

TIM: Quinton Murphy is up on mat 7 vs Dan Reagan. Reagan has a deep single, Murphy 
doesn't care, sneaks around for a takedown, 2-0. Murphy's wearing a Section 5 singlet 
circa 1999? He hits power half tilt for 3, it's 5-0. Period ends. 
 
Neutral. Reagan gets another deep shot and this time scores, it's 5-2. Reagan tries a 3/4 
Nelson, but Murphy shakes it off. Reagan rides a tight waist and a half. Murphy takes 
injury with 1:15 left in period 2. He's okay, action continues. Murphy's complaining to the 
ref about something... I think because Reagan is just riding with no attempt to turn. The 
refs don't respond. Period ends. 
 
3rd period, Murphy is up. Murphy has a couple nice tilt attempts, but nothing works. Refs 
call stalemate when Murphy gets the double grapes and Reagan is flat. Same thing for 
Murphy, but this time he's hit for stalling. It's 5-3. Match over. 

2012-02-25 11:09:43 

   

KEITH: On the whistle Mcdevitt looks for the legs. Gets loose. Dekrone out the back with 
4 seconds to go. pulss out the win. 3-2. at the buzzer 
 

2012-02-25 11:08:16 
   

KEITH: Mat 1 Mcdevitt finals takes the lead 2-0.. Injury time to Dekrone. Dekone 
scambling trying to come out the back. McDevitt locks his hands.. 2-1.. 18 seconds to go.  

2012-02-25 11:05:30 
   

KEITH: 138. McDevitt the top seed and Dekrone the 4th seed still tied 0-0. Starting the 
3rd. The other semi at 138 has Al Blanco Brentwood sectin 11 vs Malik Rasheed 



Longwood Section 11.  

2012-02-25 11:05:07 

   

ANDREW: Quinton having more trouble with Reagan than expected. Almost gets tossed, 
but goes out of bounds in 1st. Up 5-0 to start second. Reagan gets a reversal and riding 
tight. Quinton sits, looks like he's going to his back, and bellies down. Reagan on an Iowa 
and 3/4. Quinton looks frustrated. Takes an injury timeout as he goes out of bounds.  

2012-02-25 11:03:34 
   

KEITH: Hudson Catholic now leads 8-6. 19 to go.. on their feet. Hudson the 3rd seed to 
the finals  

2012-02-25 11:01:06 
   

KEITH: Hudson and Kelly. Kelly up 4-3. 3rd. Hudson Down. To his feet. Kelly drops to a 
sinle. But Hudson with the escape. and gets the two out of bounds.  

2012-02-25 10:58:54 
   

KEITH: Up on mat 3 at 138. Top seed Dan McDevitt sectin 8 Wantagh and James Dekrone 
section 11 John Glen.  

2012-02-25 10:56:19 
   

KEITH: Tied up in the other semi Hudson out of the Catholic league and Kelly section 2. 
Celgeski with a reversal. Cohen with the escape. 4-2. & seconds to go.. Ends 4-2.. cohen 

2012-02-25 10:55:26 

   

TIM: It's Rifenburg vs Rodriguez on mat 2. It's 3-2, Rodriguez got the first takedown, right 
on the whistle, but Rifenburg escaped and then got his own takedown. Rifenburg rides 
out, 3-2 ends the period. 
 
To start the 2nd, Rodriguez lets Rifenburg up, it's 4-2. Rifenburg has a low stance, often 
on one knee. Rodriguez has a nice ankle pick, it's 4-4 with 3 seconds remaining, period 
ends. 
 
Neutral, still 4-4 in the 3rd. Rodrguez almost gets 2 with a deep double leg, but they go 
out. Injury time Rodriguez, but he's okay. Just wiping his hands and drinking water. 
Period ends, OT. 
 
Rodriguez almost gets a quick takedown off a deep shot, they go out. After another 
scramble, Rodriguez gets 2. Rifenburg had a whizzer, but it wasn't deep enough. 
Rodriguez jumps into coach Haberl's arms. They're pumped. 

2012-02-25 10:54:44 
   

KEITH: Cohen still controlling Cegelski. Mostly holding on to ankles as Cegleski works hard 
to get out..  

2012-02-25 10:53:23 
   

KEITH: In the other semis. Hudson St Anthony's leads Kelly Shenendohowa 2-1.  

2012-02-25 10:52:40 
   

KEITH: Cegelski with a gramby to peterson but time runs out. Losing 3-0 to start the 3rd.. 
He starts down.  

2012-02-25 10:51:43 

   

ANDREW: Connor Lapresi (Lansing - IV) (used to wrestle for Geneva? Same kid?) now 
taking the mat against top-seeded Wesley Blanding (Chittenango-III).  
 
4-4 going into 3rd, for Rifenburg (P-M) and Renaldo Rodriguez (Cheek -VI), neutral is 
chosen. Rodriguez deep on a shot, goes out of bounds. This is intense. Blood time being 
taken by Rodriguez.  
 
Blanding (III) takes bottom to start the second, E1 blanding, 1:35 left in the second. 



Lapressi warned for stalling w/ 1:20.  
 
Blood time over, Rif/Rod back to battling. 

2012-02-25 10:51:38 
   

KEITH: Cohen deep in on a single on the mat. Cegelski with the wizzeer.. But Cohen 
compeltes the takedown. OB.  

2012-02-25 10:51:05 
   

KEITH: Cohn right up. LEads 1-0. Coehn with a Russian. to a single.. OB.. Cohen quick shot 
off the whistle. nothing. Locked up in the middle. 1 minute to go  

2012-02-25 10:49:27 

   

KEITH: CEgelski looks for a single. Nothing there. Down on one knee. Cohen shoots a 
token single. Nothing. Both still locked up in the middle. Passer0 wns the other semi at 
126. 15 to go in the Cegelksi Cohen bout.. still 0-0. HEading to the 2nd. Cohen chooses 
down 

2012-02-25 10:46:57 

   

ANDREW: In other news (non section V) Tighe (III) vs Dake (IV) going on right in front of 
me. Tighe gets a quick takedown and proceeds to handily ride Dake out. Was running a 
bar and it looked like Dake's arm was about to pop out, no turn though. Tighe up 2-0 to 
start the second, takes bottom. Fires out, but out of bounds. Dake riding well, using a 
wrong leg in, riding on the right side. Tighe short sits, gets good motion, and Dake is high. 
Tighe headhunts, sucks him over, and Tighe throws a half, Dake on his back... STICKS 
HIM! Tight by Fall > Dake in second period. 

2012-02-25 10:46:34 
   

KEITH: Passesero now up 7-1 over Lofrese in the other semi at 126. Now up on Matt 3 
Nick Cegelski Section V vs 8th seend Dylan Cohen section 6.  

2012-02-25 10:45:28 

   

KEITH: Passero leads the other semi. 4-1. 1 mintue left Speno and Dierna. Dierna tries a 
single Speno sprawls. 30 to go. Now speno in on a deep double. gets the 2.. 8-0. 10 to go. 
Looks like it will finsh that way 

2012-02-25 10:43:52 
   

KEITH: Speno out for 1.. leads 6-0.. Both guys just shot at the same time.. Bumped heads. 
Speno taking injury time.  

2012-02-25 10:42:44 
   

KEITH: Dierna again in a position to score but speno olds the leg . The period ends.. 5-0. 
Speno down to stqart the thrid.  

2012-02-25 10:42:37 

   

TIM: Sam Recco is wrestling Pat Webster on mat 7. No takedown after a minute. Webster 
takes Recco to his back during a scramble with 5 seconds left, it's 4-0. 
 
Recco is down, stands up, Webster picks him up to his shoulders for a mat return. Recco 
gets an escape and a takedown, it's 4-3. Now he does an elbow tilt for 3, it's gonna be 6-
4. Period ends. 
 
Neutral. Recco gets a takedown near the out of bounds, it's 8-4. He rides out, it's over. 
 
 
 
Jeff O'Lena is wrestling Scott Stafford on at 2. No takedown after a minute. 0-0, period 
ends. 
 
O'Lena is down, stands up, and gets a reversal, it's 2-0. O'Lena rides out, period ends. 



 
Neutral. No takedown, O'Lena wins. 

2012-02-25 10:41:43 
   

KEITH: On Mat 6 the other semi at 126 Mike Lofrese section 8 garden city against 
Paverick Passero Section 11. 0-0 1 minute into thefirst 

2012-02-25 10:40:01 
   

KEITH: Speno working a 2 on 1 tilit. Turns Al gets the 5 count.. now leads 5-0 

2012-02-25 10:39:11 

   

KEITH: Al Dierna and Speno underway on Mat 3. Dierna on one knee. Wrestlers tie up. 
Speno with an over under.. Looking for a dump.. Srambles for 2. Up 2-0.. Dierna. out 
front. Trying to lock iup an Iowa fofor the two.. They are scrabmling.. Speno holds on to 
the leg. Thatts the period. Dierna down to start the 2nd 

2012-02-25 10:37:35 
   

TIM:  

2012-02-25 10:35:40 
   

KEITH: In the other semi. McCabe section 11 up 5-0. Michel section 6 

2012-02-25 10:34:52 

   

KEITH: Baron with a high crotch for 2. Riding with a two on 1. To a half.. The ref is 
counting. . He has the five count. There is the fall. First period.  
 

2012-02-25 10:33:23 

   

KEITH: Realbuto holds on 4-3. Now wrestling at 120 semis Steve Michel Lancaster section 
6 vs Sean Mccabe Connetquoit Section 11. Brady Baron now up on Mat 3. vs unseeded 
Corradino Section 9.  

2012-02-25 10:32:56 

   

TIM: Sean Peacock is on mat 2, leading 2-0 in the first. He's wrestling #1-William Koll. 
Peacock is riding tough, Koll has his leg, Peacock has a cradle. Stalemate. Period ends, it's 
2-0 Peacock. 
 
Peacock is down in period 2. They both reverse, it's 4-2. Time. 
 
Koll chooses neutral. Both wrestlers get some shots, neither can finish. 20 seconds left. 
Peacock wins! What an upset. 

2012-02-25 10:32:41 

   

ANDREW: On Mat 2, Peacock is giving defending Champ William Koll (sec IV) all he can 
handle and is up 4-2, in neutral with 20 seconds left! Peacock deep on a shot, out of 
bounds with 12 seconds remaining. 
 
Keough loses 7-2, gets reversed to start 3rd, and turned. Earns another escape at the 
end.  
 
Peacock wins 4-2!  
 
Recco starting now on 7. 

2012-02-25 10:32:10 

   

TIM: Up next is Austin Keough on mat 7 vs John Aslanian of Edgemont. Keough has a 
quick shot, single leg, but Aslanian has a nice whizzer. It's a scramble, but stalemate. Still 
neutral. That took 1 minute. Keough attempts more shots, but Aslanian defends well. 0-0. 
 
2nd period, Keough is down. Keough escapes immediately, it's 1-0. Aslanian scores at 
takedown at the buzzer. 2-1. 



 
Period 3, Aslanian is down. Keough trying for a cradle, loses it and gets reversed. It's 4-1. 
Aslanian hit's a turk, and gets some near fall points. Keough escapes, it's 7-2, final. 

2012-02-25 10:30:00 
   

KEITH: Lapi and Realbuto. 4-3. 1 to go Realbuto.  

2012-02-25 10:29:34 
   

KEITH: Person tries a single.. Perez wrestling defensively. Perez 7-3. Is on to the finals.  

2012-02-25 10:29:23 

   

ANDREW: Keough with a quick low single, Aslanian whizzers down hard. Asl gets a leg, 
and comes between the legs, Keough locks up, stalemate. Restart with 1:12. Shot by 
Keough, Sprawl by Aslanian, out of bounds. Circling, Kough shoots again, denied, 
Reshoots a high crotch but Aslanian sprawls and goes to underhooks, stalemate again, 
and another restart. :27 left in the first. Both on a collar tie, Keough shoots, back to a 
front headlock by Aslanian, first period score 0-0. Keough the aggressor. Austin chooses 
bottom to start the second, quick escape. 1-0 now. 
 
Aslanian takes his first shot of the match, high crotch from a long distance, Keough 
defends well and out of bounds. 1-0, Kough, restart with 1:20 remaining in 2nd. Aslanian 
another high crotch, gets deep, but doesn't clear the arm. Keough hooks it, and stops the 
shot attempt. Stalemate to a restart with :40 in second period. Aslanian working an 
underhook on Keough's left side, out of bounds to a restart. Keough shoots off the 
whistle, underhooks by Aslanian, spins behind, ref awards two at the clock time... 
debating... and 2 Aslanian. 2-1, with Aslanian choosing bottom in 3rd.  
 
 

2012-02-25 10:29:14 

   

ANDREW: Keough with a quick low single, Aslanian whizzers down hard. Asl gets a leg, 
and comes between the legs, Keough locks up, stalemate. Restart with 1:12. Shot by 
Keough, Sprawl by Aslanian, out of bounds. Circling, Kough shoots again, denied, 
Reshoots a high crotch but Aslanian sprawls and goes to underhooks, stalemate again, 
and another restart. :27 left in the first. Both on a collar tie, Keough shoots, back to a 
front headlock by Aslanian, first period score 0-0. Keough the aggressor. Austin chooses 
bottom to start the second, quick escape. 1-0 now. 
 
Aslanian takes his first shot of the match, high crotch from a long distance, Keough 
defends well and out of bounds. 1-0, Kough, restart with 1:20 remaining in 2nd. Aslanian 
another high crotch, gets deep, but doesn't clear the arm. Keough hooks it, and stops the 
shot attempt. Stalemate to a restart with :40 in second period. Aslanian working an 
underhook on Keough's left side, out of bounds to a restart. Keough shoots off the 
whistle, underhooks by Aslanian, spins behind, ref awards two at the clock time... 
debating... and 2 Aslanian. 2-1, with Aslanian choosing bottom in 3rd.  
 
 

2012-02-25 10:28:15 
   

KEITH: Person with the escape. on htem 3. Realbuto leads Lapi 4-2. Lapi on top to start 
the 3rd. Perez and Person still 7-3. 1:10 to go.  

2012-02-25 10:26:46 
   

KEITH: Person with a reversal to end the second.. Third period. Perez chooses up.. 7-2 

2012-02-25 10:26:02 
   

KEITH: Person in on Single. Perez Front head and arm.. Sucker drags for the two.. Up 7-0 



2012-02-25 10:24:57 
   

KEITH: Mat 3 Realbuto leads Lapi 3-2 into the second.. Gets the escapes leads 4-2. Perez 
and Person start nuetral to start the second. Perez in on a single.. OB 

2012-02-25 10:23:43 

   

KEITH: In the other semi. two returning place finishes going at it. Lapi Amsterdam vc 
Realbuto Somers section 1. Perez still riding tuff. working the tilt. got the 5 count. . Up 5-
0 after 1.  

2012-02-25 10:21:59 

   

TIM: Malmberg gets behind Marra and takes him to the mat for 2. He holds Marra down 
for the remaining time, it's 2-0 going into period 2. Marra is down. 
 
Marra's first move is an unsuccessful inside switch. Then he tries a sit-out, turn-in, grab 
the head. That doesn't work either. Malmberg mostly just rides a tight waist, though it's 
not that tight, but he knows where to keep his weight and has a good mat return. Marra 
connot escape, period is over. Still 2-0. 
 
Going into the 3rd, Malmberg chooses bottom and gets a quick reversal, 4-0. More of the 
same, Marra has trouble escaping. Malmberg is called for stalling, but Marra will need 
more than that. 1 point green, Malmberg is stalling. It's 4-1. Match over. 

2012-02-25 10:21:33 
   

KEITH: 113. Vincent Perez just to my left.. Faces section 8. Robert Person. It's underway. 
Person with a low single. Perez front head and arm. Spins for the two.  

2012-02-25 10:20:02 
   

KEITH:  

2012-02-25 10:19:44 

   

KEITH: Piccininni with the escapes goes upe 9-8. 50 to go. Back to action. Orefice in on a 
double. Piccininni fights off. He shoots . Scramble and Piccininni comes out the back for 
two.. final 11-8.  

2012-02-25 10:18:06 
   

KEITH: Piccininni with two before the buzzer. Leads 6-3. He is down to start the 3rd. 
Turned my head. The score is notw 8-8 after a take down and 2 by Orefice.  

2012-02-25 10:16:12 
   

KEITH: Piccininni with backs. Orefice with 1.. Now 4-3 20 to go in the 2nd.  

2012-02-25 10:15:18 

   

KEITH: 1 seed Piccininni Ward Melville vs 4th seed Orefice Lockport on Matt 6. 47 left in 
the 3rd. Quintana up for 1. Two section * kids on Mat 6. Sewkumar Long Beach and 
Cooksey McArthur. Piccininni 3rd at 96 is tied 2-2 with Orefice 4th at 96 last year. Hard to 
tell who is who in the other semis. Both have section 8 snglets..  
 

2012-02-25 10:13:17 

   

TIM: Recco's win should help in the team scoring, where Section 5 barely trails Section 3. 
 
Olean's Drew Marra is up next on mat 7. He's facing #1-Lucas Malberg of Marathon. 

2012-02-25 10:13:14 

   

TIM: Recco's win should help in the team scoring, where Section 5 barely trails Section 3. 
 
Olean's Drew Marra is up next on mat 7. He's facing #1-Lucas Malberg of Marathon. 

2012-02-25 10:11:21 

   

TIM: Recco is wrestling on mat 7 - 99 pound semi final. Recco has one kneepad, Casella 
has 2. Neither wrestler is able to do much in the first period, it's mostly just poor shots by 
Casella and front headlocks by Recco. It's 0-0 in the second period, Recco chooses 
bottom. 



 
Recco nearly gets 1 on a sit-out turn-in, but the action is stoped when Casella is awarded 
1 for finger grabbing. Recco looks like he has 2 at the end of the 2nd... but Casella has his 
leg still. Boy that's close, the ref's are discussing it. No points. 
 
Casella is down, still 1-0 at the start of the 3rd. Casella hits at switch near the out of 
bounds and locks up a cradle in the process. He's awarded 2 reversal, cannot turn him, 
then Recco escapes, it's 3-1. Recco hit's a front headlock, rolls through, and sticks Cassella 
on his back! 5-pount move!!! Time's up, Recco wins. Casella looks disappointed but is 
gracious in defeat. 

2012-02-25 10:10:09 
   

KEITH: Lantry gets a takedown. Wins 5-1 over Haas. Kelly up 11-2. In the other half of the 
bracket Jose Rodriguez leads Tansman 4-0. Kelly wins, off to another finals.  

2012-02-25 10:07:18 

   

KEITH: The other semi at 99. Rodriguez the 3rd seeds Trails unseeded Tansman from 
Section 11 Westhampton BEach. 2-1 Hass down to Lantry.. Lantry escapes. 3-1 Hass 
needs a takedown.  

2012-02-25 10:05:43 
   

KEITH: Keely the top seed is up 4-0 with more back points racked up on Mat 3. Now 
leasads 7-0. HAss and Lantry still on thier feet. 30 to go.. Lantry leads Haas 

2012-02-25 10:04:49 

   

KEITH: Haas up. LAntry picks up the leg and mat returns. Still riding touggh. HAss up, 
Turns and faces.. Lantry reshot but Haas gets teh escape. HAas looking for a high crotch. 
OB 

2012-02-25 10:03:45 
   

KEITH: Lantry takes down Hass for an early 2-0 lead.. HAas down to start the seconds  

2012-02-25 10:03:06 
   

KEITH: Kelly out with a qucik take down looking for backs with a half and wrist.  

2012-02-25 10:02:54 

   

TIM: At 160, #1-Chris Nevinger, defending state champ from Letchworth, will face #4-
Tyler Silverthorn of General Brown-3, a sophomore. 
 
At 170, Frewsburg's #1-Nick Mitchell, a senior, faces #6-Troy Seymour of Peru, a junior. 
Olean's #2-Marcus Dwaileebe, a senior, has Canastota's #3-Zack Zupan, a junior. 
 
At 182, Pioneer's senior #1-Tony Lock faces Liberty unseeded Andy Martinez. #4-Tim 
Schaefer of Warsaw will face Greene's senior #2-Keegan Cerwinski. Schaefer is a junior. 
 
At 195, Avon senior #8-Bryce Mazurowski, who knocked off top-seeded Ryan Todd 
(Lansing) last night faces Saranac senior #5-Ben Perry. 
 
At 220, Alfred-Almond senior #5-Travis Harvey faces #1-Kyle Stanton of greene, a senior. 
Hornell senior #3-Zack Bacon will take on #2-Nick Talcott of Tioga, also a senior. 
 
At 285, Holley's Kacee Sauer will go for his third-straight finals appearance when faces 
#4-Alex Soutiere, a junior from Ravena-Coeymans-Selkirk. Medina's #6-Matt Montesanti 
faces #-2 Hayden Head of Beekmantown-7. 

2012-02-25 10:02:23 
   

KEITH: Spncerport's Haas and Waynes Lantry on Matt 5.. There's the whistle. 1 minute 
first period.  



2012-02-25 09:59:11 
   

KEITH: Ready to go on Matt 6. Returning State Champ Kyle Kelly Chenango Forks vs Nick 
Barbaria Section 1 New Rochelle.  

2012-02-25 09:56:43 

   

TIM: At 152, #1-Ben Haas of Salamanca has #5-Tyler Newton of Bolivar-Richburg in an all-
Southern Tier match-up of seniors. Medina's #3-Tristan Hamner faces #2-Derek Pfluger of 
Sandy Creek-3 on the other side of the bracket, both are seniors. 
 
At 160, #1-Chris Nevinger, defending state champ from Letchworth, will face #4-Tyler 
Silverthorn of General Brown-3, a sophomore. 
 
At 170, Frewsburg's #1-Nick Mitchell, a senior, faces #6-Troy Seymour of Peru, a junior. 
Olean's #2-Marcus Dwaileebe, a senior, has Canastota's #3-Zack Zupan, a junior. 

2012-02-25 09:55:39 
   

KEITH: National Anthem is complete. The referres are stretching, Table crews are set. 
Wrestlers are being announced.  

2012-02-25 09:53:42 

   

KEITH: 285 Greece Oylmpia's Jake Debuyser lost a tough 3-2 match to section 2 El 
Shaddai Gilmore,Columbia. Jake won his wrestle back and faces Mike hughes section 11, 
Smithtown West to reach the consolation semis.  

2012-02-25 09:51:44 

   

TIM: At 138, D2 2x defending state champion Quinton Murphy (Holley) takes on 
Lewiston-Porter's #4-Dan Reagan. Murphy is a senior, Reagan is a sophomre. 
 
At 145, Roy-Hart's Drew Hull (11th grade) vs. Port Byron-3's #8-Mitch James who knocked 
off the #1 seed. On the other side, #6-Jake Baer of Olean takes on #2-Tyler Button of 
Phoenix, both seniors. 

2012-02-25 09:47:18 
   

KEITH: at 220 top seeded Josh Lackey Section V Fairport faces 5th seed Patryk Kopcynski 
out of PSAL Brookun Tech.  

2012-02-25 09:46:34 

   

TIM: At D2 126, it's Section 5 vs 6 when #6-Dylan Rifenburg (Pal-Mac), a senior, takes on 
Cheektowaga's #7-Renaldo Rodriguez, a 10th grader. 
 
At 132 (D2), Section's 5 & 6 are absent in the semis. Eden's #2-Tom Page was upset last 
night by Duanesburg's #7-Curt Rowley, Frewsburg's #3-Kevin Strong was upset by #6-
Jessy Williams of Windsor-4. Williams and Page are both seniors. Page faces Addison 
senior Clyde Carey in the consolation quarterfinals. 

2012-02-25 09:45:28 

   

KEITH: At 195 another weight with all 4 top seeds reaching the semis have both wrestler 
still wrestling. 3rd seeded Jesse Kozub is through to the semis. Colton Kells worked his 
way back with two consolation wins and is one win from placing.  

2012-02-25 09:42:34 
   

KEITH: No one at 182 for Section V but 182 might have the best name of all the wresttlers 
with McZiggy Richards out of PSAL with the top seed.  

2012-02-25 09:41:19 
   

KEITH: At 170 Jessi Kimmerli lost a clos match 2-1 to 4th seeded Lumley of Section 2. He 
pinned his first opponent in the wrestler backs and is one win away from placing.  

2012-02-25 09:39:36 
   

KEITH: At 160 4th seeded Waynes Frank Affronti is through to the semis. He will face last 
years 3rd place finish at 145 and top seed Dylan Palacio Section 8, Long Beach.  



2012-02-25 09:39:05 
   

TIM: At D2 120, Lyndonville's #1-Sam Recco faces #4-Pat Webster (Adirondak-3). Also, 
#2-Jeff O'Lena (East Rochester) faces #3-Scott Stafford (Sidney-4). All 4 are seniors. 

2012-02-25 09:39:02 
   

TIM: At D2 120, Lyndonville's #1-Sam Recco faces #4-Pat Webster (Adirondak-3). Also, 
#2-Jeff O'Lena (East Rochester) faces #3-Scott Stafford (Sidney-4). All 4 are seniors. 

2012-02-25 09:38:10 
   

KEITH: Section V's next wrestler is the 4th seeeded Steve Maier at 152. Facing top seed 
and last years champ at 135 Brian Realbuto. Again all 4 top seeds reaching the semi's.  

2012-02-25 09:36:22 

   

TIM: At D2 113 Midlakes sophomore and #4 seed Sean Peacock will try to knock off #1-
William Koll of Lansing, son of Cornell University Head Coach Rob Koll. They're both 10th 
graders. On the other side of the bracket, Warsaw's Austin Keough is seeded 3rd and will 
face Edgemont-1's #2-John Aslanian, both juniors. All 4 top seeds at this weight made the 
semis. 

2012-02-25 09:35:39 

   

KEITH: At 138 all 4th top seeds are in the semis with Dan Mcdevitt leading the way with 
the #1 seed out of scetion 8 Wantagh.  
Same at 145. All top seeds through to the semis, with returning champ Section 6 James 
Kloc seeded 1rst out of Iroquois.  

2012-02-25 09:34:03 

   

TIM: At D2 112 Midlakes sophomore and #4 seed Sean Peacock will try to knock off #1-
William Koll of Lansing, son of Cornell University Head Coach Rob Koll. They're both 10th 
graders. On the other side of the bracket, Warsaw's Austin Keough is seeded 3rd and will 
face Edgemont-1's #2-John Aslanian, both juniors. All 4 top seeds at this weight made the 
semis. 

2012-02-25 09:30:35 
   

TIM: At 106, Olean's #5-Drew Marra will face Marathon-4's top-seeded Lucas Malmberg. 
Marra is a sophomore, while Malmberg is a senior. 

2012-02-25 09:30:05 

   

KEITH: At 126 4th seeded Former state champion Al Dierna will have to go through the 
top seed Sam Speno out of Fox Lane in section 1 to get back to the finals.  
At 132 Nick Cegelski the 5th seed who bested the 4th seed Jimmy Porteous also of 
section V to get to the semis. Nick will face 8th seeded Dylan Cohen who knocked off top 
seed Dan Ventura Section 1, Fox Lane.  

2012-02-25 09:29:05 
   

TIM: On the D2 side, in the semis, at 99 there's #2-Tony Recco (Lyndonville) vs. #3-Alex 
Herringshaw (Holland Patent-3). Recco is a freshman, Herringshaw is in 8th grade. 

2012-02-25 09:27:02 
   

TIM: By the way, sorry for all the typos. There's no spell check, and no time between 
posts to proof them. We'll do our best to make it coherent. 

2012-02-25 09:26:30 

   

KEITH: In another similar situation at 120, Brady Baron the 4th seed from Pittsford faces 
unseeded Justin Corradino of Warrick Valley section 9. Justin defeated top seed Matt 
Leshinger from section 11 Sayville.  

2012-02-25 09:24:50 
   

TIM: Andrew Wray might be joing us this morning as an additional blogger. Welcome, 
Andrew. 

2012-02-25 09:24:20 
   

KEITH: Morning, Wrestle backs.. You need to win the first round to place Unfortunetly 
two section V D1 wrestlers going at each to place.. Hass and Lantry. No one at 106 still 
wrestling. At 113 Vincent Perez Hilton the 4th seed will face unseeded Robert Person 



from section 8 beatt the top seed and sits at the top of the bracket.  

2012-02-25 08:11:07 

   

ANDREW: According to the schedule, wrestling starts today at 10:00, after the special 
awards. Semis will be wrestled on mats 2/7 for D2, and 3/6 for D1; the outer mats (1/8, 
4/5) are designated for wrestle backs.  

2012-02-24 18:13:57 
   

TIM: We're done blogging for the day. See you tomorrow for the semis. 

2012-02-24 18:05:47 
   

TIM: Boyle lost. 

2012-02-24 18:04:20 
   

TIM: If the brackets aren't updating for you, try these links: D1 | D2 

2012-02-24 18:03:51 
   

KEITH: Roman up.. Suaschuk lifts and mat return. Gots double lgs in. Power half.. gets a 3 
count.. Has it still locked up.. going to win 8-4.. suaschuk. Port Jervis over Roman. SP.  

2012-02-24 18:02:20 
   

KEITH: 1:45 to got. Suaschuk single attempt. Roman Spralws but Sauschuk gets the two.. 
up 5-4. OB. Roman down 112 to go.  

2012-02-24 18:01:50 
   

TIM: Boyle gives up 3, it's 2-5 with 58 seconds left. Boyle's down. 

2012-02-24 18:01:23 
   

KEITH: Roman deep on a double.. Lifts him off the mat. Gets the two. .5 seconds. to go. 
3rd perdiod. Sauschuk down. 4-2, right out for 1.  

2012-02-24 18:00:38 
   

KEITH: Romain out. Suaschuk with a takedown. Roman out.. 2-2.. Scrambling.. Sauschuk 
in on a double. OB.. Still up. 15 to go..  

2012-02-24 17:59:58 
   

TIM: Boyle is tied at 2 headed into the 3rd. Sunderland chooses down. 

2012-02-24 17:58:40 
   

KEITH: Mike Romain Spencerport now wrestling on Mat 4. Wrestling Suaschuk Port 
Jervis.. 0-0 after 1. Roman down.  

2012-02-24 17:58:20 
   

TIM: Brooks Boyle (Lyn) is on mat 2 vs Sunderland (N Adirondack). He's down 1-2 in the 
2nd. 

2012-02-24 17:56:16 
   

KEITH: MCann with a head lock. DeAngelis fighting off his back.. It's locked up tight. Ref 
calls a fall. Coach Collura doesn't agree. I have to side with Coach Collura.  

2012-02-24 17:54:03 
   

KEITH: I see purple.. DeAngelis heading to Mat 4. Vs MCann Mosignor Farrell.  

2012-02-24 17:52:09 

   

TIM: Carey is down. Jumps the whistle. Occhipinti has a deep half but loses it and Carey 
reveres. 14-1. Carey nearly gets a cheap tilt, but only a 1-count. Carey's in complete 
control. Carey has a tight waist and a half. Turns him for 3, tech fall, 17-1 4:10. 

2012-02-24 17:50:06 
   

TIM: Occhipinti is on top to start the 2nd. He's now up 10-0. Carey gives up an escape, 10-
1. Period winding down. Carey gets a takedown, 12-1. 3rd period. 

2012-02-24 17:49:28 
   

KEITH: Quiet.. I heard DeAngelis and Maier called for in the hole or on deck.  

2012-02-24 17:46:34    TIM: Carey (Addison) just almost pinned Occhipinti (Croton Harmon-1) in the 1st period. 

http://nysphsaawrestling.com/DivisionI.pdf
http://nysphsaawrestling.com/DivisionII.pdf


Saved bythe bell. Carey leads 5-0. 

2012-02-24 17:44:40 
   

TIM: It's 13-5 Rowe, he wins. 

2012-02-24 17:42:00 
   

KEITH: Rocco Russo Section 6 with a wrestle back win.  

2012-02-24 17:40:21 
   

TIM: Rowe is up 8-2 going into 3rd. Waterloo coach is debating a call with the ref. 

2012-02-24 17:36:58 
   

TIM: Rowe has a cradle but he's out front. Holds for 2, it's 4-0 going into 2nd. 

2012-02-24 17:35:37 
   

TIM: Nicholson (Waterloo) vs. Rowe (Ropley) on mat 8. Rowe gets a quick 2 with a 
double. 

2012-02-24 17:32:40 
   

TIM: Lazickas is down 0-3 in the 3rd. 45 seconds left, he's down. 

2012-02-24 17:28:59 
   

TIM: 3rd period, Lazickas is on bottom. Still 0-1. 

2012-02-24 17:27:35 
   

TIM: Lazickas (East Aurora) is wrestling Calvano (Nanuet) on mat 8. He's losing 0-1 in the 
2nd. 

2012-02-24 17:26:17 
   

KEITH: Peters into OT.. Scramble. Peters tries to step over top and get the legs in.. But 
Creider is holding on.. coming out the bottom.. finally gets the 2.. Crieder wins in OT.. 4-2 

2012-02-24 17:23:47 
   

KEITH: Back to action. 33 to go. Creider try to turn qucik off the whistle. Peters gets the 
anle. Again has a crab ride with legs.. going to OT 

2012-02-24 17:21:44 
   

KEITH: Suprise. Peters gots the legs in.. But got high. Creider trying to pop his head out.. 
finally a stalement. Injury time.. Peters.  

2012-02-24 17:20:22 
   

KEITH: Debuyser. Loses 3-2. Peters still down 2-0. Starts down to start the 3rd. Gets a 
qucik reversal. Riding tough..  

2012-02-24 17:19:28 
   

TIM: We probably won't blog all the consis, but we'll do out best till we leave. 

2012-02-24 17:18:00 

   

KEITH: Debuyser down to start the 3rd. trying to stand.. Gilmore using his weight to keep 
pressure.. Finally Jake stands and escapes. down 3-2 1.11 to go. Peters down to Csection 
9. Creider.  
 

2012-02-24 17:15:27 

   

KEITH: Gilmore out for the 1.. Peters on his way to Mat 3.. Debuyser and Gilmore still on 
their feet.. Jake tries a single.. But couldn't hold it and gilmore spins for 2.. DJake out for 
one but is down 3-1 to strat the 3rd 

2012-02-24 17:13:25 
   

KEITH: I missed Hass on Mat 4.. Up 4-0 and finishes with a pin in the second period. 
Debuyser and Gilmore 0-0. Jake up to start the second.  

2012-02-24 17:12:14 
   

KEITH: Debuyser and Gilmore underway.. Body types pretty much the same. Gilmore 
trying a russian. Debuyser looking for a snatch single.. Still on their feet. 35 to go.  



2012-02-24 17:10:59 
   

TIM: Boyle loses, 3-5. 

2012-02-24 17:09:49 
   

TIM: Hollister wins 7-3. Bleau loses. 

2012-02-24 17:09:33 
   

KEITH: Debuyser against the number 7 seed from section 2 columbi El Shaddi Gilmore.. 
Debuyer beating the number 2 seed earlier  

2012-02-24 17:08:00 
   

KEITH: Looks like number 1 seed Salkey will get this with a escape in the second ride out.. 
5-4 

2012-02-24 17:08:00 
   

TIM: Boyle (Batavia) is losing1-3 in the 3rd vs Agoney from Peru. 

2012-02-24 17:07:27 
   

TIM: Mat 1, Hollister (Perry) is wrestling Bush (Gouverneur). Hollister leads 7-2. 

2012-02-24 17:06:46 

   

KEITH: Salkey stood and faced buthe Stanley with the around around the back. Ref said 
thats enough for control. OB> Still 4-4 in one of hte ride outs.. Again a crowd in from of 
me.  

2012-02-24 17:05:57 
   

TIM: She has a pink mouthgurad too. 

2012-02-24 17:04:42 
   

KEITH: Home of Woodstock 2 back in the 90s I was their for about 2 hours. A muddy 
mess.  

2012-02-24 17:04:35 
   

TIM: Bleau is down 4-0 vs. PSAL. 

2012-02-24 17:04:03 

   

KEITH: Williams nowup 7-3.. looks like he should go on to win. On Mat 6. Top seed 
Stanley from Section 9 Saugerties if tied with Salkey from section 8 with 4 secs to go.. Ot.. 
Suagerties about 40 miles down 87.  
 

2012-02-24 17:03:53 
   

TIM: She's wearing pick & blue adidas shoes, pink socks, black tights, a black swim cap 
along with her maroon Section 2 singlet. 

2012-02-24 17:02:22 
   

TIM: Montesanti wins, 4-3. Advances to semis. D2 quarters are over. The local news is 
here... they're filming Schoharie's Alexis Bleau's consolation match. 

2012-02-24 17:00:17 
   

KEITH: Williams up over Kelly 4-3.. Kelly double legs and a power half.. Staling.. Funny call 
him for stalling and I saw the same thing and the bottom man called for stalling earlier.  

2012-02-24 16:58:43 
   

TIM: Montesanti is riding tough, 11 seconds left. Out of bounds. Fayle takes injury... looks 
like his ankle hurts. 

2012-02-24 16:58:18 
   

KEITH: Starting to call wrestle backs.. Barton Petters in the hole  

2012-02-24 16:57:45 

   

KEITH: Need a spotter to see whats happening on the large school side.. Number 2 seed 
Reggie Williams fron johnson City vs 7 seend Jake Kelly Niagara Wheatfield. Tied 2-2 in 
the 2nd. Debuyser of Greece Olympia up soon.  

2012-02-24 16:56:17 
   

TIM: Scratch that, there was 2:45 left. Montesanti is on top, it's still 4-3. 



2012-02-24 16:55:09 
   

TIM: Montesanti is up 4-2 with 45 seconds left. Fayle escapes, it's 4-3, neutral. 

2012-02-24 16:53:33 
   

KEITH: PSAL with a win over a kid from sectin 2 Lasalle at 220.  

2012-02-24 16:52:07 
   

KEITH: Lackey in on a double. for antoher 2. Up 8-5 9 to go. Gets the win. 8-6.  

2012-02-24 16:51:44 
   

TIM: Sauer won 5-1, advances to semis for the 3rd straight year. Montesanti (Medina) is 
wrestling Fayle (Lowville-3) on mat 7. He's down 1-2 at the end of the 1st. 

2012-02-24 16:51:12 

   

KEITH: 1:29 to go rubino and Lackey. Lackey up high high but is holding on.. 2 on 1 now to 
a breadkwon. Rubino. back to his knees working the hands.. Gets hand and faces to his 
feet for one.. 6-5 30 to go.  

2012-02-24 16:49:52 
   

TIM: Sauer is up 3-0, it's neutral with 1 minute left. Bacon won 4-1. Sauer is now up 5-0 
but is still having a headgear wardrobe malfunction. 

2012-02-24 16:49:19 
   

KEITH: Ok. My eyes are bad.. they did award Rubino two.. Rubino on top to start the 3rd. 
LAckey in front. Has the leg up in the air. And completes the 2. Up 6-4.  

2012-02-24 16:48:37 
   

TIM: Harvey won, 4-0. 

2012-02-24 16:48:21 
   

TIM: Silvis gives up 2 on a failed armspin. He's down 0-4. 

2012-02-24 16:48:17 

   

KEITH: Lackey up to start the 2nd. Lackey wrestling the 8th seend Rubino from Commak 
section 11. Commack moved in front of Lackey and has a single leg.. Stalemate. LAckey 
back on top. LAcking riding. trying to work a bar. HAs the Iowa. 1 to go.. leads 4-2. 
Scramble. Lackey almost to his back. Manages to nag on to the single. Still srcambling and 
came out on top. Enod of 2 aand lackey leads 4-2 

2012-02-24 16:47:48 
   

TIM: Harvey now leads 4-0 with 30 seconds left. He's on top. 

2012-02-24 16:46:40 
   

TIM: Sauer is having headgear trouble on mat 1. Still leads 2-0 in the 2nd, it's neutral. 

2012-02-24 16:45:59 
   

TIM: Ognibene just got pinned losing 3-11 with 1:21 remaining. 

2012-02-24 16:44:54 
   

TIM: Harvey is up 2-0 over Blackley in the 2nd. Ognibene is down 9-2. 

2012-02-24 16:44:52 

   

KEITH: Trying to see but Kozub just got the two to win 3-1 in OT. Score was 6-2 on 
Lackey's match but now it.s back to 4-2.. Looks like a concersation about the call going 
on.  

2012-02-24 16:44:01 
   

TIM: Bacon leads Silvis 1-0 in the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 16:43:16 
   

KEITH: Spinelli deep on a double.. OB.. OT on Mat 6. Kozuba and Spinelli. Lackey Fairport 
with another two. up 4-1.. Kozub with a double. out of bounds.  

2012-02-24 16:42:52 
   

TIM: Sauer leads 2-0 headed into 2nd. 

2012-02-24 16:42:18    TIM: Harvey (AA) vs Blackley (Barker) on mat 7. Sauer (Holley) vs Sarkin (Ogensburg) on 



mat 1. Ognibene (Alex) vs Head (Beekmantown) on mat 8. 

2012-02-24 16:42:13 
   

KEITH: almost a mistake at the edge of the mat as the wrestle on their feet. Blood time.. 
Both look to be bleeding. LAckey on Mat 4. in on a double for 2.  

2012-02-24 16:40:35 
   

TIM: 5 vs 5 on mat 2. Bacon vs. Silvis. 

2012-02-24 16:38:59 

   

KEITH: Kozub up. Simelli drops down to the ankles. pickes up a single. OB.. still -1-0 Kozub 
losing.. Spinelli with a caution. Kozub right up. But spinelli is tight and the go out. Kozub 
up and again spinelli on the ankles. moves up. OB.. 1:22 for Kozub to get out.. He is riding 
Kozub tough.  

2012-02-24 16:38:52 

   

TIM: Schaeffer is up 13-1 with a minute left. He's on top and has a 3/4 Nelson that he 
can't finish. Mesick escapes as they go out. 13-2 with 12 seconds left. Schaeffer wins, 13-
2. 

2012-02-24 16:37:04 
   

TIM: Mazurowski wins 4-2. 

2012-02-24 16:36:55 
   

TIM: Smith gets taken down to his back with a high double to a half. He's pinned at 5:35. 

2012-02-24 16:36:32 

   

KEITH: spinelli turns to face Kozub.. Kozub with a front headlock.. NEar the edge.. Spinelli 
almost got the two. I little hard to see.but I think they waved it off. Sinelli right up 10 to 
go.. Gets 1 right before the end of the 2md. leads 1-0. Kozub down.  

2012-02-24 16:35:58 
   

TIM: Mazurowski leads 4-2 with 40 seconds left. Neutral. 

2012-02-24 16:35:31 
   

TIM: Injury time, Diekel. 

2012-02-24 16:34:47 
   

TIM: Smith is down 5-6 with 1 minute to go. It's neutral. 

2012-02-24 16:34:09 
   

KEITH: Kozb Wrestling Mike Spinelli Mahopac section 1. He beat Colton Kells. Firport in 
the quarters. Kozub ridign tough with the sprial. 30 to go.. Still 0-0 

2012-02-24 16:33:51 
   

TIM: Schaefer is dominating, leads 9-1 in the 1st. 

2012-02-24 16:33:22 
   

TIM: Mazurowski is up 2-0, and is on top in the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 16:32:34 
   

TIM: By the way, double check the brackets with anything I say here. I might be wrong, 
there's a lot going on and a lot of distractions. 

2012-02-24 16:32:08 
   

KEITH: Berkowtiz over Reed Webster 5-1.. Kozub deep on a double.. They go out.. Back to 
nuetral. end of 1. Kozub up to start the 2nd.  

2012-02-24 16:31:52 
   

TIM: Mat 7: Schaefer (Warsaw) vs. Mesick (Duanesburg-2). 

2012-02-24 16:31:19 
   

TIM: Smith gives up some points, is down 2-4 in the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 16:30:32 
   

KEITH: Kozub on Mat 6  



2012-02-24 16:30:27 
   

TIM: Mat 1: Mazurowski (Avon) vs. Todd (Lansing). 0-0 at end of 1st. 

2012-02-24 16:29:35 
   

KEITH: Berkowtiz stands escapes, Turns and soots. Completes the 1 and 2. Now up 5-1 

2012-02-24 16:29:22 
   

TIM: Mat 2: Smith (Midlakes) vs. Diekel (Whitehall-2). Smith leads 2-1 in the 1st. 

2012-02-24 16:28:25 

   

KEITH: Again Berkowtiz on the single. this time gets the two.. Reed down to start the 
seconds. Reed sits. Berkowtizz follows.. Reed stands ant gets the one. 2-1 Not much 
happening. They are locked up in the middle. Berkowitz shoots.. Reed blocks.. Stalemate. 
End of 2. 2-1 Berkowtiz. He is down to start the 3rd 

2012-02-24 16:27:47 
   

TIM: Lock wins by TF at 3:17. 

2012-02-24 16:27:27 
   

TIM: Mitchell is up 13-0. He's on top with 40 seconds left. Micthell scores backpts off a 
tilt, tech fall, match over. 

2012-02-24 16:25:45 
   

TIM: Lock leads 8-0 to end period 1. 

2012-02-24 16:25:14 
   

TIM: Make that 11-0. 

2012-02-24 16:25:07 
   

KEITH: Again Berkowtiz on the single.. Reed scrambles out.  

2012-02-24 16:25:01 
   

TIM: Mitchell is up 10-0. 1:53 left. He's down. 

2012-02-24 16:24:29 
   

KEITH: Still on Mat 3.. Josh Reed the 5th seed against Berkowtiz Scarsdale Sction 1.  
Berkowitz on a single.. Reed dives down gets the ankle. Stalemate.  

2012-02-24 16:24:03 
   

TIM: Pioneer's Lock is wrestling on mat 7 vs Mold (Pawling). Lock gets a quick 2. 

2012-02-24 16:23:10 
   

TIM: Mitchell is up 8-0 on mat 1. 

2012-02-24 16:22:39 
   

TIM: When I say Paddock was about to escape, Seymour had just his foot, Paddock was 
about to kick out hard... but then stalemate was called. 

2012-02-24 16:22:26 
   

KEITH: Lumley over Kimmerli. 2-1  

2012-02-24 16:21:36 
   

TIM: Paddock is down, they call stalemate when he's about to escape with 5 seconds left. 
Paddock loses 3-2, ultimate tiebreaker. 

2012-02-24 16:21:18 
   

KEITH: Kemmerli needs a takedown 30 to go..  

2012-02-24 16:20:43 
   

TIM: Paddock cannot escape. OT#3. 

2012-02-24 16:19:27 
   

TIM: Paddock is down for OT2.2. Score is still tied. 

2012-02-24 16:18:45 
   

TIM: Mitchell (Frewburg-6) is wrestling Wolcott (Waverly-4) on mat 1. Mitchell leads 2-0. 

2012-02-24 16:18:12 
   

KEITH: Kimmerli working hard to get one. Trys a Granby but Mumley is covering the leg.  



2012-02-24 16:18:03 
   

TIM: Dwaileebe wins, 3-0. 

2012-02-24 16:17:37 
   

TIM: Paddock moves to 2nd OT. 

2012-02-24 16:17:19 

   

KEITH: Kimmerli down to start the 2nd.. 2-1 Lumley. Kimmerli up to his feet.. Lumley lift 
and mat Return. OB.. Lumley with a Bar. scrambling OB.. 1:30 to go. Kimmerlui extends 
his sit out... Trying to face.. OB.  

2012-02-24 16:16:50 
   

TIM: Paddock is in OT, almost gives up two... out of bounds. 

2012-02-24 16:16:10 
   

TIM: Buckley loses 3-8 to Dudley. 

2012-02-24 16:15:20 
   

TIM: Paddock cannot escape... but earns a stalling point. Seymour was just hanging on. 2-
2. 

2012-02-24 16:14:49 
   

TIM: Seympur has a cradle on Paddock, but it's just a time wastee. Stalemate. 45 seconds 
left. 

2012-02-24 16:14:43 
   

TIM: Seympur has a cradle on Paddock, but it's just a time wastee. Stalemate. 45 seconds 
left. 

2012-02-24 16:14:42 

   

KEITH: Kimmerli on Mat 3.. Thanks for keeping section V on mat 3.. I can see over there. 
Kimmerli has Stephne Lumley South Glens falls the 4th seend of section 2. Lumley with 
the takedown. Kimmerli out for the 1.. 2-1. 30 to go.  

2012-02-24 16:13:31 
   

TIM: Paddock is still losing 1-2 in the 3rd, he's down. 

2012-02-24 16:13:01 
   

TIM: Dwaileebe leads 1-0 in the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 16:11:56 
   

TIM: Buckey reverses and is losing 2-5 in the 2nd, he's on top. 

2012-02-24 16:11:24 
   

KEITH: Affonti to his his feet.. Sutton with the leg in.. PD. Affonti up on the whidle. Out 
for the 1.. 27 to go. Affronti. hit for stalling. 1 pt. 4-1 over 4th seend Sutton.  

2012-02-24 16:11:03 
   

TIM: Dwaileebe (Olean) is wresting Burns (Hoosick Falls) on mat 2. 

2012-02-24 16:10:17 
   

TIM: Paddock is on top, 2nd period Still down 1-2. 

2012-02-24 16:09:49 

   

KEITH: Sutton breaks Affronti. figure 4 the leg.. working hard to turn. Working on the 
head.. Frank to his knees but Sutton breaks him back down. Working the head hard. 
Warning.. affronti staling.  

2012-02-24 16:09:47 
   

TIM: Buckley is down 0-5 at the end of the 1st. Dudley defers, Buckley chooses down. 

2012-02-24 16:08:43 
   

TIM: Buckley (Fredonia) is on mat 1 vs Dudley (Hudson Falls). 

2012-02-24 16:08:20 

   

KEITH: Affronti with a leg in.. Still on top. 50 to go. looking for a power half. Stalemate.. 
30 to go.. Caution Affronti.. Frank. double legs.. Sutton up. PD. back down. End of the 
2nd.. Affronti down to start the thrid leadin 3-0.  



2012-02-24 16:08:18 
   

TIM: Wagner loses. 

2012-02-24 16:07:57 
   

TIM: Paddock's down 2-1. 

2012-02-24 16:07:15 
   

TIM: Burke Paddock is up on mat 7. Wagner is now down 5-7, but gets put on his back. 
It's 9-5. 

2012-02-24 16:06:02 
   

KEITH: Affronti with a 2 on 1 tilf. Gets the 5 count.. Up 3-0. riding tough.. sutton flat on 
the mat. Sutton to his feet.. OB.. Affronti still uip.  

2012-02-24 16:05:52 
   

TIM: Looks like Newton won, didn't catch the final score. 

2012-02-24 16:05:27 
   

TIM: Nevinger now leads 15-1... now it's a tech... 17-1. Nevinger hit many tilts. TF 3:30. 

2012-02-24 16:04:57 
   

KEITH: Affronti, Sutton. 0-0.. Sutton chooses down to start the 2nd.  

2012-02-24 16:04:46 
   

TIM: Wagner is down 6-2, his opponent SOule takes injury timeout. He's okay. Wagner is 
down to start the third. 

2012-02-24 16:03:59 

   

KEITH: Sutton with an underhook. Affronti looking high crotch.. OB.. Sutton with a qucik 
look off the whistle Nothing. tied up in the center of the Mat. Sutton with a front 
headlock. Affronti. controlling the elbow. 25 to g.  

2012-02-24 16:03:50 
   

TIM: Nevinger's on top, does a 2 on 1 roll-through for back points, 9-1. 

2012-02-24 16:02:57 
   

TIM: Wagner's down 6-0 in the 2nd. Nevinger leads Boyle (Dobbs Ferry) 6-1 headed into 
period 2. 

2012-02-24 16:02:13 
   

TIM: Newton takes blood time, still leads 2-0 in the 3rd. 

2012-02-24 16:01:36 
   

KEITH: Affronti Wayne Mat 3.. vs Sutton La Salle section 2. 4 vs 5 seed.  

2012-02-24 16:01:30 
   

TIM: Wagner (SS) is wrestling Soule (Sandy Creek), he's losing 2-0 atthe end of the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 16:00:46 
   

TIM: Nevinger is up right in front of us. He scores a quick 2. 

2012-02-24 16:00:22 
   

TIM: Still 2-0, Newton. 3rd period. 

2012-02-24 15:59:27 
   

KEITH: Maier trips Foote right to his back. gets the fall. Just before the end of thhe 
seconds.  

2012-02-24 15:58:54 
   

TIM: Hamner wins. 

2012-02-24 15:58:40 
   

TIM: Hull gets 2 backpoints, leads 10-0. 30 seconds remaining. 

2012-02-24 15:58:11 
   

KEITH: MAier quickly up, turns in and reshot. No one.. But does get the two. OB. caution 
Maier. Foote escapes. 6-2.. 1 to go 2nd.  

2012-02-24 15:58:10 
   

TIM: Newton is up 2-0, must've scored a reversal. He's on top. 



2012-02-24 15:57:36 
   

TIM: Hull is up 8-0 over Hedges with 1 minute remaining. 

2012-02-24 15:57:05 
   

TIM: Hamner leads 13-7 with 30 seconds left. 

2012-02-24 15:56:47 
   

KEITH: Foote stands. Maier 2 0n 1. OB.. Maier to a spiral.. Foote Stands. scramble.. Time 
runs out.. 4-1.. Maier down to start the seconds.  

2012-02-24 15:56:13 
   

TIM: Newton is down in the second, gets an easy standup, but they go out. 

2012-02-24 15:55:46 
   

TIM: Newton (Bol-Rich) is up on mat 1 vs. Meyer (Oyster Bay). Newton with a deep shot 
with 5 seconds left in the 2nd, no takedown. 0-0 heading into 2nd. 

2012-02-24 15:55:33 

   

KEITH: Maier with an underhook and an inside trip. Foote fights it off. High cotch..  
Leg in the air. Trips for two. Right into a bar.. But foot stands and gets one. Maier 2-1. 
Again in a single.. switches to a double. Lifts him off the mat and finishes. 4-1. OB  

2012-02-24 15:53:42 
   

TIM: Hedges (Letch) vs Hull (Roy-Hart) on mat 7, 4-0 Hull. Going into 2nd. 

2012-02-24 15:53:41 
   

KEITH: Steve Mair on Mat 3.. Ed Foote Canotn Sec 10. Canton beat Josh Maier BP earlier.  

2012-02-24 15:52:45 
   

TIM: Hamner (Medina) is tied 4-4 with Gallo (Schalmont) in the 2nd period. 

2012-02-24 15:52:39 
   

KEITH:  

2012-02-24 15:52:19 
   

KEITH: Realbut Somers section 1. with a 20-6 win over on Mat 6.  

2012-02-24 15:51:45 
   

TIM: Bae lost 10-9 oh wait did they raise the wrong hand? Yes they did, Baer won. 10-9. 

2012-02-24 15:50:35 
   

TIM: Haas won by tech at 4:55. 

2012-02-24 15:49:35 
   

TIM: Baer now leads, 10-8 ... gave up a locked hands with 28 secs left. Baer is on top. 

2012-02-24 15:48:33 
   

TIM: Haas leads Fox, 7-0 in the 2nd. Fox is down, can't get to his base. Haas rolls through 
with a bar and scores 2 back. 9-0. 

2012-02-24 15:47:12 
   

TIM: Baer is up 10-6 in the 3rd. 

2012-02-24 15:46:32 
   

TIM: Gardner loses 6-2. 

2012-02-24 15:45:55 
   

KEITH: Wallace escapes.. 3-2. 

2012-02-24 15:45:49 
   

TIM: Haas (Salamanaca) is beating Fox (Midlakes) 2-0 on mat 8. 1st period. 

2012-02-24 15:45:23 

   

KEITH: Wallace up faces.. Northrup locks up around a leg. > he is holding on.. Warned for 
stalling. 6 seconds. Wallace up.. Northrup drops down.. Wallace tries to psin out.. 30 
second ride out.. Wallace down.  
 

2012-02-24 15:45:05 
   

TIM: Baer leads 8-0 on the 2nd. 



2012-02-24 15:44:13 
   

KEITH: Wallace down. Northrup needs to ride..  

2012-02-24 15:43:49 
   

KEITH: Northrup almost gets the two at the end. First 20 seconds ride out.. Northrup 
down.. Wallace with a the leg.. Rides him out..  

2012-02-24 15:43:34 
   

TIM: Gardner is down 4-2 in the 3rd period. It's neutral. 

2012-02-24 15:42:32 
   

KEITH: Here we go OT.. Northrup on a re-shot. funk going on. hanging on to the single. 
Wallace tyring to lock an iowa for two.. 5 secodns.  

2012-02-24 15:41:24 
   

KEITH: OT.. Northrup and Wallace.. John looks hurt.. didn't see what happened. But 
might have got a hit to the !@#$$%^& when Wallace shot at the end of the period.  

2012-02-24 15:40:57 
   

TIM: Baer (Olean) is on mat 1 wrestling Demmon from Clifton Fine-10. He leads 4-0. 

2012-02-24 15:40:14 

   

KEITH: Northrup and wallace scrambling... It's at the edge of the matt. OB.. 1 to go..Again 
Northrup trying a friemans dump.. No luck this time.. Wallace on a single.. NEar the 
edge.. Northrup keeping the let far away.. OB.. 17 to go.  

2012-02-24 15:39:51 
   

TIM: Murphy wins, 6-1, they announced his 300th win over the speaker. 

2012-02-24 15:39:18 
   

TIM: Reagan won 10-3 over McCauley. 

2012-02-24 15:38:27 

   

KEITH: Wallace again with the leg.. Trying to get the arm over the head. End of 2.. 2-1 
John.. Wallace down to start.. Tries a switch but Northrups counters with the far arm. 
Finally gets up and out for 1.  

2012-02-24 15:38:07 
   

TIM: Gardner gets taken down and is losing, 0-2.He can't escape, now 2nd period. 
Gardner chooses down. 

2012-02-24 15:37:04 

   

KEITH: Northrup down.. Wallace trying to get a leg in. Northrup balled up.. Wallace right 
tight. Finally gets a leg in.. Looking for a crab to with the half.. Almost.. back to referees 
position. Again trying the leg. Has it in. 20 to go . 2nd 

2012-02-24 15:37:00 
   

TIM: Murphy's up 6-1 and on top in the 3rd. 

2012-02-24 15:36:32 
   

TIM: Gardner (Fredonia) is up on mat 2. It's 0-0 in the first with a minute left. 

2012-02-24 15:34:48 

   

KEITH: Northrup with a firemans for two. OB back to the cenret. 1 min to go. riding with a 
head inthe armpit. Wallace out.. Wallace tries a shrug.. John with the arm. nothing. OB. 
End of 1.. 2-1 Northrup. Rush Henrietta.  

2012-02-24 15:34:42 
   

TIM: Stalling warning on Greene (Murphy's opponent). Murphy let's him up. Greene 
shoots, Murphy hooks a padlock while Greene has his leg and scores 2. It's 4-1. 

2012-02-24 15:33:05 
   

TIM: McCauley (Roy-Hart-6) vs. Reagan (Lew-Port-6) on mat 1. I can't tell who's who, but 
it's 2-0. 

2012-02-24 15:32:08 
   

TIM: Murphy's oppoenent takes an injury. 



2012-02-24 15:32:06 

   

KEITH: Northrup the 4th seed on Mat 4. Against Wallace the 5th from Columbia Section 
2.  
 

2012-02-24 15:31:37 
   

TIM: I missed the final result of Strong and of Page. Maybe Williams defaulted? 

2012-02-24 15:30:31 

   

TIM: Greene shoots on Murphy to start out the match, Murphy fights it off. Murphy 
almost gets two out of bounds. Holley coaches want 2, but it's not. Murphy gets a 
takedown using some sort of funk that can't be taught. 

2012-02-24 15:28:45 
   

KEITH: No sction 5 D1 going at this time... Quinton Murphy right in front of Tim and I..  

2012-02-24 15:28:28 
   

TIM: String & Williams are ties at 3, Williams is taking injury. 

2012-02-24 15:27:45 
   

TIM: Murphy's hair is blond with a purple mowhawk. 

2012-02-24 15:27:09 
   

TIM: Strong is up 3-2. Page is down 5-0. 

2012-02-24 15:26:10 
   

TIM: Murphy is up on the same mat, #7. 

2012-02-24 15:25:34 
   

TIM: Rodriguez wins, fights off a mean whizzer. 8-6 sv. 

2012-02-24 15:24:26 
   

TIM: Strong leads 3-2 over Williams in the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 15:24:12 

   

KEITH: Murphy sporting the blond hair with a purple streak today. Lots of people in front 
of me. Going to need to bring down the hammer and make them move..  
 

2012-02-24 15:23:54 
   

TIM: Rodriguez/Rifenburg are in OT. 

2012-02-24 15:23:41 
   

TIM: Page (Eden) is wrestling on mt 8. 0-0 going into period 2. 

2012-02-24 15:23:05 
   

TIM: Rodriguez nearly gets another takedown, out of bounds. 

2012-02-24 15:22:24 
   

TIM: Rifanburg was awarded 1 to start the period in neutral in the 3rd. (Rodriguez was 
down.) Rodriguez scores a takedown, leads 6-5. Rifanburg escapes 6-6. 

2012-02-24 15:22:06 
   

KEITH: They are neutral.. Cegelski up 3-1.. 50 to go.. Cegelski on his customary one knee. 
24 to go. Nick in on a leg.. Porteous tyring to fight it off. End of the third.. Cegelski 3-1.  

2012-02-24 15:20:53 
   

TIM: Strong (Frewsburg) is up on mat 1 vs Williams (Windsor). It's 2-0 Strong in the 1st. 

2012-02-24 15:20:16 
   

KEITH: Cegelksi trying to switch.. Porteous with a good tight waist.OB 1:07 to go.  

2012-02-24 15:20:02 
   

TIM: Rodriguez & Rifanburg are tied at 4. It's neutral in the 3rd period. 

2012-02-24 15:19:33 
   

KEITH: Porteous pressing. Cegelski in on a single. Has it in the air.. Near the edge.. Dives 
for two ankles.. Gets the two this time aat the edge. 10 seconds.. Portous almost gets 1 
at the end.. Cegelski 2-1 to start the 3rd.. Nick is down.. How long with Porteous try to 



ride.  

2012-02-24 15:19:24 
   

TIM: Pal-Mac's Riffenburg wins 6-2. 

2012-02-24 15:18:41 
   

TIM: Rifanburg is a freshman, Rodriguez is a 10th grader. Rodriguez is shorter and mor 
muscular. 

2012-02-24 15:17:45 
   

TIM: Rifanburg is a former State Champ, though he took 2nd last year. 

2012-02-24 15:17:27 
   

KEITH: Porteous up and out for a quick 1. Porteuous with a quick drag to and ankle.. out 
of bounds.  

2012-02-24 15:16:53 
   

TIM: Rodriguez gets a takedown, leads 4-3 over Rifanburg (Norwich). 

2012-02-24 15:16:28 

   

KEITH: Cegelski and Porteous 0-0.. Cegelski has a single in the iar.. Porteus kicks out.. 
Cegelski dives for both ankles. gets it. But end of time.. 0-0.. Porteous down to start the 
2nd.  

2012-02-24 15:16:11 
   

TIM: Riffenburg is up 3-0 in the 3rd, he's on top. 

2012-02-24 15:14:53 
   

KEITH:  

2012-02-24 15:14:42 
   

KEITH: Cegelski on Mat 4 vs Porteus. Dierna final 14-9 

2012-02-24 15:14:37 
   

TIM: Rodriguez gets thrown to end the 1st, he's down 2-3. 

2012-02-24 15:13:58 
   

TIM: Riffenburg's in a scramble... stalemate. 

2012-02-24 15:13:32 
   

KEITH: Dierna up to start the 3rd.. Melikian out for one. Dierna with a dump to for two. 
no backs. trying a bar.. Melikian out for 1.. 14-7. 1 min to go.  

2012-02-24 15:12:51 
   

TIM: Now it's 3-0, Riffenburg. They're neutral in the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 15:11:41 
   

TIM: Pal-Macs Riffenburg is winning 2-0 on mat 1 vs Longo (Ardsley-1). 

2012-02-24 15:11:08 

   

KEITH: Wrestling behind the table. Cant see but the ref just awarded 3 more.. Now up 10-
2.. Melikian revers but Dierna right back. Mellkian has the legs. Dierna ppulling it thgouh . 
Stalemate.. 20 to go. Melikian with the half.. Nothing.. trying a tilt. Nothing .. 10-4. Start 
of the third.  

2012-02-24 15:10:48 
   

TIM: Rodriguez leads 2-1 in the first. 

2012-02-24 15:10:28 
   

TIM: Cheektowaga's Rodriguez is wrestling Rifanburg (Norwich-4) on mat 7. 

2012-02-24 15:08:53 
   

TIM: Recco wins, Oleana is about to win 8-3. 

2012-02-24 15:08:35 

   

KEITH: Dierna on Matt 6. 2-2 first.. Dierna trying to lock up a cradle out. OB. End of the 
first. Dierna wrestling Melikian of Fordam Prep section C. Dierna down to start the 
seconds. Dierna out and now leads 7-2. Must of got two backs at the end of the first.  



2012-02-24 15:05:57 
   

TIM: I was just told that Quinton Murphy's next match will be for win #300. 

2012-02-24 15:05:52 

   

KEITH: Having not been here for the round of 16, it doesn't look like things went week for 
section 5 large schools. Only had three so far wrestle through the first 4 weight classes. 
On Matt 3 looks like the top seed got beat by Duguay of ssection 6. He just lost a close 
one to Person of Bellmore JFK section 8. the 8th seed.  

2012-02-24 15:03:34 
   

TIM: OLena is down to start the 2nd. Recco still leads 5-0 w/1:11 to go in the 2nd. OLena 
reverses, it's 4-3. 

2012-02-24 15:02:12 
   

TIM: Ayen escapes, it's 3-2. O'Lena takes injury timeout, might be blood time. 

2012-02-24 15:01:34 
   

KEITH: Porteus on deck Mat 4. Maurphy on deck Mat 7 

2012-02-24 15:01:22 
   

TIM: Sam Recco is up 5-0 on Gardner. 

2012-02-24 15:01:01 
   

TIM: Ayen reverses, it's 2-2. 

2012-02-24 15:00:27 
   

TIM: 126, O'Lena (ER) is pinning Ayen (Gouverneur-10) on mat 8. 

2012-02-24 14:59:14 
   

TIM: Peacock won, 6-2. 

2012-02-24 14:59:12 
   

KEITH: Perez working a bar... OB with 5 to go.. Perez wins 5-1.  

2012-02-24 14:58:46 
   

TIM: Recco is up on mat 2 vs Gardner. 

2012-02-24 14:58:29 

   

KEITH: 2nd ends 2-1.. Perez starts down. Skinner with a tight waist.. Perez locks up hand 
controls. spins out for 1.. 3-1. Skinner trys an AMRDRAG.. Perez blocking with his head. 
Skiinner in on a single.. Perez scooting his hips out. Trying to come out back.. Skinner still 
has the leg.. Finally the two for Perez. 5-1 30 left in the 3rd..  

2012-02-24 14:57:56 
   

TIM: Peacock leads 4-0, has his man on his back with a head and arm. 

2012-02-24 14:57:00 
   

TIM: McGregror must've lost... not sure of the final score. 

2012-02-24 14:56:26 
   

TIM: Keough with a late takedown to the back. Wins 10-2. Might have won by pin if he 
had a few more seconds. 

2012-02-24 14:56:12 

   

KEITH: Perez on top to start the 2nd. riding with a thigh pry and wrist.. But Skinner sction 
C. gets the escape. On their feet. Perez in on a single near the egde but skinner fights it 
off. out of bonds.. Skinner with a little push.  
 

2012-02-24 14:55:02 
   

TIM: Peacock is wrestling on mat 7, leading 2-0 in the 2nd. 

2012-02-24 14:54:08 

   

KEITH: Baron up 13-2. 30 to go.. Now 16-4 after two reversals.. 13 to go.. Should win if 
nothing bad happens. Deprez up 2--0 after 1. Baron wins 18-4...  
 



2012-02-24 14:53:53 
   

TIM: 3rd period, MeGreogr and Aslanian are neutral. Aslanian gets a takedown, it's 4-0. 

2012-02-24 14:53:02 
   

TIM: Injury time for Keough. He's up 5-1 in the 3rd with 57 seconds left. 

2012-02-24 14:52:39 

   

KEITH: Baron leads 6-0 after 2... Starts down starting the 3rd. . Now on Mat 5. Voncent 
Depres. the 4th seed.s In on a qucik Single. Trying to spin behind out of bounds. Back to 
the center.. Again in and gets the two this time.  

2012-02-24 14:52:14 
   

TIM: McGregor is on top in the 2nd, has a tuff ride. Still down, 2-0. 

2012-02-24 14:51:45 
   

TIM: McGregor is on top in the 2nd, has a tuff ride. Still down, 2-0. 

2012-02-24 14:50:39 
   

TIM: McGrogor is down, 2-0 in the first. Keough is up 3-1 in the 2nd.... just on at takdown, 
5-1. 

2012-02-24 14:49:49 
   

TIM: Tonawanda's McGregor is wrestling Section 1 on at 1. 

2012-02-24 14:49:28 

   

KEITH: Lantry again in on a single.. Towmey holds off for a 2-1 victory.. Over on matt 6, 
baron of pittsbford is wrestling.. Not sure why they jumped so far ahead. Still wrestling 
106 on 5,7,annd 8. Baron leads 6-0 1 to go in the 2nd 
 

2012-02-24 14:49:11 
   

TIM: Escape, Kromer, 2-1. 

2012-02-24 14:47:48 
   

TIM: Keough is on mat 2, up 2-0 quickly. He's wrestling Kromer from Lew-Port. 

2012-02-24 14:47:03 
   

TIM: McCarthy loses... I missed it. It was like 12-3 or 12-4. 

2012-02-24 14:45:34 
   

TIM: It's 4-2, Marra wins! 

2012-02-24 14:44:58 
   

TIM: MeCarthy (Fredonia) is wrestling on mat 1. Down 8-0 in the 3rd. 

2012-02-24 14:44:41 

   

KEITH: Lantry pressin the action. Twomey should be worried about stalling. 55 seconds to 
go. Lantry in on a single. Twomey fighting it off. Trying to spin qqound for an ankle. out of 
bounds 15 seconds to g.  
 

2012-02-24 14:43:33 
   

TIM: Menzer is down, 3rd period. Marra still leads. Marra has a guillotine, gets back pts. 
But Menzer reverses. 3-2 Marra. 

2012-02-24 14:42:48 

   

KEITH: PD. Start again. Twoney right up.. Lantry holding on to a single.. Stalemate.. 
Twmey up again. Lantry dopes to a single.. Towmey reverses. Lantry almost escaps to end 
the seconds.. Starts down. out for 1.. 2-1. early in the 3rd 

2012-02-24 14:41:31 
   

TIM: Marra is down... escapes with 50 seconds left. 1-0, Marra. 

2012-02-24 14:40:57 

   

KEITH: Lantry Wayne now on Mat 4. 25 sconds left. Not much serious action. To far away 
to score. Lantry does try a weak single attempt.. Almost does score at the end.. 0-0. 
Lantry up to start the 2nd. tight waist and chop. Lantry is wrestling Twomey from Catholic 
league.. Lantry with a bar and wrist..  



2012-02-24 14:40:30 
   

TIM: Sorry, it's 0-0 going into 2nd. 

2012-02-24 14:38:44 
   

TIM: 2-0 Marra going into 2nd. 

2012-02-24 14:38:26 
   

TIM: Marra (Olean) wrestling Menzer-11 on mat 2. 

2012-02-24 14:38:05 
   

KEITH: Lantry now going on Mat 4. . n  

2012-02-24 14:37:59 
   

TIM: Recco wins, 4-1, advances to semis. 

2012-02-24 14:37:50 
   

TIM: Recco wins, 4-1, advances to semis. 

2012-02-24 14:36:40 
   

TIM: Recco is down. Flanagan has a nice ride, trying a crossface cradle. Recco can't 
escape, Flanagan can't score. 

2012-02-24 14:35:19 

   

KEITH: 47 left in the 3rd. Quintana up for 1. Quintana trying to dig inside. Needs a big 
move. 19 seconds.. That's it.. Debuyser over the number 2 seeds 122 -1 with a late 
takedown.  

2012-02-24 14:34:38 
   

TIM: Stalling, Recco, warning. Flanagan tries a granby roll with 3 seconds left and hurts 
his knee. He looks ok though. 3rd period, still 4-1. 

2012-02-24 14:32:53 

   

KEITH: Blood time once again.. Third period. Debuyser is up. . Quintana tries to stand on 
the whistle. Jake catches. to a breakdown. Looking for the gable. Tries ball an chain.. Now 
working the power half.. HAs him over. 3 more.. Still wrestling.. More Blood time 

2012-02-24 14:32:51 
   

TIM: Flanagan has a nice standup, but twists his knee, potentially dangerous. Recco is still 
in control. 

2012-02-24 14:32:21 

   

KEITH: Blood time once again.. Third period. Debuyser is up. . Quintana tries to stand on 
the whistle. Jake catches. to a breakdown. Looking for the gable. Tries ball an chain.. Now 
working the power half.. HAs him over. 3 more.. Still wrestling..  

2012-02-24 14:31:51 
   

TIM: 2nd period, Flanagan escapes in about 2 seconds. 2-1, Recco. Reccon, nice shot, 
scores 2. Now 4-1. 

2012-02-24 14:30:21 
   

TIM: Recco leads, 2-0, with what looked like a double leg. 

2012-02-24 14:29:52 
   

KEITH: Back to action. Jake riding tough. Quintana flat.. Works up.. Jake sipral ride to a 
breakdown Working the half. Ref is counting. 14 seconds. Gets a 5 count. up 7-0 

2012-02-24 14:27:59 
   

TIM: Flanagan vs. Recco, mat 8. 

2012-02-24 14:25:38 
   

KEITH: Jake again with the single in the air. Quintana trys to duck down to the ankle, Jake 
kneels, blocks it for 2.. Now leads 4-0.. Blood time again 

2012-02-24 14:24:20 
   

TIM: Lathrop (Ken West) just lost to Stanley (Saugerties-9), 5-0. 

2012-02-24 14:21:54 
   

KEITH: Debuyser quick breakdown. Ends the 1rst 2-0.  



2012-02-24 14:21:26 

   

TIM: Quarter finals are starting with the conclusion of the last two 285 matches still going 
on on D1. Two Section V'ers square off at 99 pounds: Tony Recco (Lyndonville), the two 
seed, and Andrew Flanagan (Holley), the seven seed. 

2012-02-24 14:21:07 
   

KEITH: Quintana still on the russian. Debuyser counters with a single. Lifts it in the air.. 
Two as they go out of bounds.  

2012-02-24 14:20:09 

   

KEITH: Debuser with coach Russo waiting in the wings. Now up on Mat 4. Against 
Quintana from Section 2. Debuyer inthe purple singlet is green. Quintana in the maroon 
is red. Action starts. Hand fighting quintana trying for the russian. Near the edge.. . Out. 
Back to the center. Big men wrestling. looking for that opening.  
 

2012-02-24 14:16:08 
   

KEITH: A shout out to the large contingent of Section 5 officials working to tournament.. 
Either reffing or working the tables.  

2012-02-24 14:14:59 
   

KEITH: D2 mats empty for waiting for D1 to finish 285..  

2012-02-24 14:14:16 
   

TIM: D2 prelims are done. 

2012-02-24 14:14:10 
   

KEITH: D1 Mats empty of section 5 right now..Rumor is the are running 10-15 minutes 
behind.. Quarts to follow.  

2012-02-24 14:12:38 
   

TIM: Reversal, Montesanti wins 4-2. 

2012-02-24 14:12:01 
   

KEITH: Internet issues. Be patient. We are still here.  
 

2012-02-24 14:11:45 
   

TIM: Standup attempt, out of bounds... another standup. Time. Medina is down. 

2012-02-24 14:11:33 

   

KEITH: Here is Lackey on on MAt 5.. Against Section 6 Burgos. Burgos in on a double for 2. 
Out of Bounds... Burgos chooses nuetral. 2-1 Burgos. tough to see... Lots of people in the 
way but Lackey compltes a takedown for 2. up 3-2@0 scconds first periond. riding next 
tot he edge. First period ends 3-2. Lackey trying to tilt... only gets a one. count.. Second 
periods Burgos picks neutral. In on a high crotch. Leads 4-3.. Lackey escapes takes downs. 
Lost my internet.. I'm aback. Lackey just got the fall at 4:55.  

2012-02-24 14:10:43 
   

TIM: 2nd OT, PY down. 

2012-02-24 14:10:16 
   

TIM: 1st OT, PY vs. Medina 

2012-02-24 14:09:48 
   

TIM: 2-2, 30 seconds left 

2012-02-24 14:09:30 
   

TIM: 2-1, Medina. Sorry technical difficulties... not sure how the points were scored. 

2012-02-24 14:09:20 

   

KEITH: Here is Lackey on on MAt 5.. Against Section 6 Burgos. Burgos in on a double for 2. 
Out of Bounds... Burgos chooses nuetral. 2-1 Burgos. tough to see... Lots of people in the 
way but Lackey compltes a takedown for 2. up 3-2@0 scconds first periond. riding next 
tot he edge. First period ends 3-2. Lackey trying to tilt... only gets a one. count.. Second 
periods Burgos picks neutral.  



2012-02-24 14:08:47 
   

TIM: It's 1-1 PY vs. Medina 

2012-02-24 14:02:04 
   

TIM: They're tying up... feeling each other out. 

2012-02-24 14:01:46 
   

KEITH: I heard DeBuysers name called on deck. Jake up against the second seed. Either I 
totally missed Lackey or he ended up with A bye.  

2012-02-24 14:01:09 
   

TIM: Penn Yan's Castner is up on mat 2 vs. Montesanti (Medina-6) 

2012-02-24 13:59:55 

   

KEITH: Bacon deep on a single. Lists and returns for the 2.. Up 7-0.. HAs Acevedo Section 
1. Broken down flat.. They slide out of bounds.. Bacon on top. Avecdo sits. Bacond chin 
back, near fall to a pin 1 minute into the second.  

2012-02-24 13:58:41 
   

TIM: Stalling (?) Section 3, Silvis wins 4-2. 

2012-02-24 13:57:24 
   

TIM: Silvis is up 4-1, neutral 3rd period. 

2012-02-24 13:57:11 
   

KEITH: Pick up with Bacon from Hornell on Matt 3.. Thirds period 4-0 first perdiod.. Take 
down with a 2 on 1 tilt. for 2.  

2012-02-24 13:56:57 
   

TIM: Ognibene-5 just pinned Wise-6 quickly in the first period. 

2012-02-24 13:54:08 
   

KEITH: No one going section 5. Large school. Waiting for Top seeded Josh Lackey from 
Fairport.  

2012-02-24 13:52:31 
   

TIM: Looks like Keith will do D1, I'll do D2. 

2012-02-24 13:51:48 
   

KEITH: Kolls. tries to roll through on a headlock attempt. Gets caught on his back. Time of 
Fall. 5:43. Splinelli Seciton 1...  

2012-02-24 13:51:44 
   

TIM: The Internet connectivity here is slooow. Silvis down to start the 2nd, escapes. 3-0. 

2012-02-24 13:50:16 

   

KEITH: Spinelli stands, escapes. Back in for a quic. Now up 3-2 over Kolls. Kolls reverses 
right back... 4-3 lead Kolls. Spinelli up. Turns in for the 1.. 4-4 
 

2012-02-24 13:50:01 

   

KEITH: Spinelli stands, escapes. Back in for a quic. Now up 3-2 over Kolls. Kolls reverses 
right back... 4-3 lead Kolls. Spinelli up. Turns in for the 1.. 4-4 
 

2012-02-24 13:49:31 
   

TIM: Silvis just got a takedown at the edge of the mat, almost out. 2-0. 

2012-02-24 13:48:58 
   

TIM: Silvis just got a takedown at the edge of the mat, almost out. 2-0. 

2012-02-24 13:48:10 
   

KEITH: My mistake Kells with a take down late in the first. Leads 2-0. Kolls on top starting 
the second. . Tightwais. t Spinelli stands. Kolls mat return... Blood time again.  

2012-02-24 13:47:59 
   

TIM: His opponent is from Section 3, 1 minute is gone, they're just tying up. Not much 
action. 



2012-02-24 13:47:19 
   

KEITH: Back to action on Mat 6. Kells against spinelli section 1 mahooac. HEading to 
second 0-0  

2012-02-24 13:46:30 
   

TIM: Silvis, from Holley. 

2012-02-24 13:46:14 
   

TIM: Silvis is up on mat 8. 

2012-02-24 13:45:37 
   

TIM: He just won by pin @ 1:20 (round of 16). 

2012-02-24 13:45:27 

   

KEITH: Kozub win 5-0.. Colton Kells fairport Just starting on Mat 6. 0-0 1 minute gone first 
period. MAtch stopped for Blood.  
 

2012-02-24 13:44:56 
   

TIM: Holley's Sauer is on mat 7, leading 2-0 with a takedown. 

2012-02-24 13:44:48 
   

TIM: Holley's Sauer is on mat 7, leading 2-0 with a takedown. 

2012-02-24 13:42:57 

   

KEITH: a little different perspective that sitting in the upper deck.. Head is on a swivel. 
Looks like Jesse Kozub on Mat 4. Up 4-0 in the round of 16.  
Thirds peroid. Kozub has him broken down and riding tough 
 

2012-02-24 13:39:28 
   

KEITH: Testing Testing 123 
 

2012-02-24 13:38:28 
   

TIM: We're here. Sitting in the middle of the arena in front of mats 5-8. The other mats 
are on the other side. 

2012-02-23 23:14:31 

   

TIM: Visit this page beginning Friday @ 2:00pm for a live, matside blog beginning with 
the NYSPHSAA State Tournament quarterfinals. The (hopefully) live brackets are here: 
DIVISION I | DIVISION II (PDF) 
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